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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

HARRISBURG

October 29, 2001

\ j

Mr. Robert E. Nyce
Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown II
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101 —

Re: Department of Health Final-Form Regulation No. 10-154
Drug and Alcohol Facilities and Services

Dear Mr. Nyce:

The Department of Health is withdrawing the above final-form regulation. I understand that
the rulemaking period for this regulation ends December 13, 2001. The Department intends to
revise and resubmit the regulation in final-form prior to that date.

On October 23, 2001, the Public Health and Welfare Committee of the Senate and the Health
and Human Services Committee of the House of Representatives notified the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission of their opposition to the regulation. The Department has met
with staff members of the Committees and the Commission and intends to revise the regulation
to address the concerns of the Committees.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Zrt
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cc : The Honorable Harold F. Mowery
The Honorable Vincent J. Hughes
The Honorable Dennis M. O'Brien
The Honorable Frank L. Oliver
David J. DeVries, Chief Deputy Attorney General
Howard Burde, Deputy General Counsel
Mr. David Kerr, Governor's Policy Office
Ms. Lois Hein, Governor's Office of Budget



THE PHILADELPHIA ALLIANCE ^5
December 13,1999

Original: 2075 _

cc: Sandusky

Wilmarth

Mr.JofcfiCHair
-Director
Bureau of Community Program Liccnsurc &

Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza
Suite A
Hanisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair:

I am writing this letter in opposition of the Dept./ of Health Proposed Standards for Drug &
Alcohol Facilities published in the PA Bulletin Vol. 29, No, 48, November 13,1999.

There are numerous areas that we believe will cause confusion and increase costs to the
counties and the Commonwealth. We also are convinced that there was not an adequate cost
benefit analysis to determine the true cost or these regulations (see Fiscal Impact Section
705.21)

Thirdly, and most importantly, we believe there will be a significant reduction in the capacity
for the treatment, particularly for public patients where resources are most needed. History,
research and common sense, has shown us that reduced capacity leads to increased
incarcerations, crime, drug affected births and chronic relapse. We are supportive of Health
& Safety Standards and members have served on Task Forces to that ends. But, the health
and safety of citizens who will not be afforded timely treatment in regards to increased risk
of HIV/AIDS and Hepatitis C, must be considered.

401N. Broad St • Mezzanine Leva • PbtlaOelpMa, pennsylumia 19108
(215) 238-1376 • MX(215) 238-0714
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The following areas are of most concern:
• Section 705.1

Exempts existing programs with dormitory style. But, does not exempt existing facilities
with 2 people in a 120 Square Foot area. This can cause significant reductions in space.

Example: A 110 Square Foot with a bunk bed, would only be allowed to accommodate 1
resident. This would cause programs such as Halfway House, Therapeutic Communities, and
Women & Children programs to reduce their population to a point where they were no longer
able to financially support themselves without closing and locating an alternative site or
having to do massive consfruction,

•Projects which would require zoning and large capital expenditures in the present climate?
Where would this come from? Most of these regulations would particularity affect urban and
rural areas were resources and/or space is at a premium and existing programs are at a
premium.

• Section 705,5 (6) (B) - Sleeping Accommodations
We would recommend that at a minimum, existing projects be exempted and that the
Department develop a program to upgrade existing programs and increase rates which would
support such proposed improvements. A true evaluation of the existing programs and the
costs should be clearly analyzed

There are sections that need clarity such as: 705.5 (D), 705,11 and 705.21
Inner city programs that are facilities required to have protective security screens in facilities
that are ground level and windows less that 2 feet from the grounds would safety locks
suffice? Do these standards supersede compliment or conflict with Licensing & Inspections
Codes and Children & Youth Standard? The comment in the purpose section that only six
comments were received may indicate the need for further discussion and review of the
process used to develop these regulations. __,

In conclusion, we believe caution should be taken and a serious cost benefit be done before
proceeding.

Sincerely,

Michael Harlc, President

DEC 13 '99 17=28 610 239 915? PAGE.002
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Robert 9. Kelly
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Michael H*y\ttm

A United Way Donor Option Agency

December 13,1999
Original: 2075

Sandusky
Wilmarth

\V5
John Hair, Director
Bureau of Community Program
Licensure and Certification
Department of Heahh
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Harasburg, PA 17104

V
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
,333 Market Street, 14* Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Re: Proposed Physical Plant Standards PA Bulletin, Volume 29, November 13,1999

Gentlemen:

We are responding at this late date because we received notice of the proposed regulations

only recertify. We have several licensed facilities and none of these facilities received the notice.

We have reviewed the proposed regulations amending physical plant standards for

residential and non-residential services. We believe that most of the amendments do adequately

protect the health and safety of the clients being served but, do have several concerns with several

sections.

We do wish to comment on the following Sections together with some general comments:

705.5 (a) (5) In badnooms, a residential facility shall furnish the following for each
resident.

(5) A chest of drawers

(6) Closet or wardrobe space with clothing racks and shelves accessible to
the resident

Helping people help themselves since 1968

A copy of the official restoration *nd financial information may be obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of State by calling toll free
within Pennsylvania, 1 -60O.732.09W. Reg&urlon does no* ,mp(y endowment.
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705.5 (b) For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall
provide a minimum of 60 square feet of space per bed, including spate
occupied by furniture. For each resident occupying a single bedroom,

- " the facility shall have a minimum of 80 square feet of bedroom space,
including space occupied by furniture

705.5 (c) No more than foor residents may sleep in one bedroom

705.5 (d) When a residential facility uses bunk beds, each mattress shall be
positioned to allow each occupants to sit up in bed.

Section 705,5 (b) requiring a minimum of 60 square feet of space per bed, does not

exempt existing facilities. Other regulatory agencies require much less square footage. If these

regulations are made effective we would have at least three facilities unable to meet the

requirement. The population of these facilities would be reduced by one-third immediately.

These facilities have been licensed for a certain number of residents. This regulation conflicts with

the current licensing capacity of the facility. More importantly this regulation would decrease the

number of available treatment beds within the Commonwealth. Those operating at less capacity

would have increased per diem costs. In essence, it would cost more per day to treat an

individual and fewer individuals will receive treatment at the same costs to the Commonwealth as

before these regulations.
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We recognize that Sections 705.5 (c) concerning four residents to a bedroom exempts

existing facilities. However, m the case of Women and Children foaEties where the children are

residents with their addicted mother, k is often clinically appropriate to have the children in the

bedroom with the mothers, thus increasing the number of individuals in excess of four.

The standard would result in future Women and Children programs being forced to provide

bedrooms which would accommodate fewer than four women residents because the children

would have to be counted with the bedroom number. This regulation would result in higher cost

of construction which could not be adequately reimbursed through a fee for service arrangement.

Many of the proposed regulations do protect the safety and health of the resident of the

fecilities. However, several of the regulations clearly indicate that the writers of the regulations

lack on the job experiences with these drug and alcohol programs. We agree that these

regulations nwy aflect 60,000 indhiduab but, disagra lhat

These regulations result in the decommissioning of available beds thereby decreasing the

availability of treatment services to those in need.

We also disagree with the comment regarding Fiscal Impact. The costs to the

Commonwealth would be substantial Whik available beds would decrease, the per diem costs of

each bed would increase proportionately. To replace these beds is difficult not impossible. The

phrase "Not In My Neighborhood" is imperative. Zoning for Drug and Alcohol facilities has
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become more difficult each year. In some cities and townships the establishment of a drug and

alcohol facility is impossible. When zoning is permitted, k is usually in neighborhoods with older

buildings making renovations very expensive. Please note that applicable city fibre and safety

regulations do apply and these facilities do not operate without a Certificate of Occupancy. If a

township or city issues a certificate of occupancy why not accept this as are proof that fire and

safety issues have been adequately addressed.

In Summary, we could comment at length of several of these regulations but we believe that

public hearing should be held so that all interested parties can be heard. We believe that the intent

of the proposed regulations is to protect the health and safety of those persons being seemed.

However in several instances the proposed regulations have the opposite effect. Treatment slots

will be decreased and the costs of treatment will increase

Sincerely yours,

Michael Harle, President
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REFEP, T
Robert S. Zimmerman
Secretary of Health
Department of Health cc:
Health and Welfare Building
Room 802
PO Box 90
Harrisburg, Pa. 17108

Original:

Sandusky
Wilmarth

12/1/99

Subject: Proposed Regulations, Drug & Alcohol Physical Plant Standards 5

Dear Mr. Zimmerman: !
I am writing to voice my objections to section 705.5 (b) Sleeping

Accommodations.
For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall

provide a minimum of 60 square feet of bedroom space per bed, including
space occupied by furniture. For each resident occupying a single
bedroom, the facility shall have a minimum of 80 square feet of bedroom
space, including space occupied by furniture.

These proposed changes emerged November 13, 1999 in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. They have been in the "pipeline" for over 2 years. The Pa. Bulletin
states that over 900 entities have been contacted via a mailing list. Programs in
Philadelphia and throughout the northeastern region have not been contacted. To
many of us this is like being blindsided. Even at a recent meeting of the Alliance
of Service Providers, the people working on the cross-licensing are on another set
of providers and indicated that if this passed, it would be subject to review in 2.5
years. However, the damage would be done. Even BDAP licensing are onto other
priorities, eg., the methadone regulations then halfway home regulations.

My concerns are as follows:
1. Capacity Loss and Impact ^~
2. Cross systems inconsistency
3. Legitimate space constraints with older buildings

Capacity Impact
Treatment Trends, Inc. just spent another $160,000 to renovate it's

residential facilities at Keenan House. The design was based on the American
Correctional Association's standards, requiring 25 sq. feet unencumbered space in
the sleeping areas. This renovation was a capacity increase from 70 residents to 85

•Tel 610-439-8479 * Fax 610-439-0315 * E-mail txtrends@fastnet



residents. This was considered only because of the treatment demands for long
term residential treatment. This new proposed space requirement does not
recognize efficient space utilization afforded by bunk beds and dorm style
sleeping. This hardship would reduce our bed expansion from 85 beds to 58 beds.
If you ever came here you would see anything but what is described by these
bureaucrats, our facilities are spacious and airy with adequate room and movement
throughout the building.

This capacity reduction would mean fewer persons treated, a loss of
revenue and ultimately loss of staff. When people cannot access treatment they
continue their addiction, resulting in chronicity and crime. Ironically, as the state
of Pennsylvania pushes managed care readiness, which requires 24-hr, access; in
the same breath proposing regulations which cause a loss of capacity and in-turn,
less access.

Cross Systems Inconsistency
-_ - I wonder if these regulations apply for all systems. Do homeless shelters,
state hospitals, personal care boarding homes, prison work release centers,
community correctional centers and other state funded facilities meet these
requirements? If litigated, these regulations would be seen as discriminatory
against ADA protected persons. Why would these regulations apply to one state
funded system and not all state funded systems? I wonder how a judge would
view such discrepancies system to system. If we were all held to the same
standards; equal unfairness might apply. Prima facie, this looks like a great ADA
case. There is not even a grandfather clause.

The renovation costs to expand our capacity were done by design, to
comply with the American Correctional Association standards. The ACA
recognizes that people simply go to sleep and the most important areas have to do
with being awake. I do not believe the impact of this regulation has been well
thought out, if anything this is indicative of a bureaucracy gone amok! The
language supporting the rationale for the bedroom space is interesting, the
bureaucrats state " sleeping accommodations are woefully poor in many residential
facilities. Often clients feel dehumanized while residing in open, crowded,
uncomfortable quarters". Our clients don't use language like that unless we are
spoon feeding the words to them. For most people coming to treatment, this is a
huge step up from homeless poverty, prison or a crack house. We have never had
one complaint about our sleeping accommodations. These bureaucrats need to
both "get a grip" and "loosen their grip"r" '

Legitimate Space Constraints
The climate in the cities regarding the NIMBY syndrome is atrocious.

Zoning boards and the cumulative regulations create a climate that is difficult to
negotiate. Efforts to expand services are usually thwarted by city and townships
that don't want "those people" in their city or towns. When regulations reduce
capacity we simply cost shift the problem to the prison systems.



Our space is converted warehouse; we have no place else to go. Not every
facility is like the Betty Ford or Caron Foundation.. How much space do you
really need to close your eyes and go to sleep? Let's keep our priorities straight,
the space in which you lay down to close your eyes, has nothing to do with fire or
safety. It can have everything to do with less treatment capacity and never even
getting a space to lay down to sleep; because you'll never even get into the center.

Please consider these perspectives and loosen up the square footage
requirements, consider grandfathering where other factors mitigate these excessive
requirements. I also urge you to consider the discrepancies between state funded
programs and the ADA implications of these proposed regulations. Thank you.

:s, CAC
Executive Director
Treatment Trends, Inc.

Enclosures: (I) Pa. Bulletin (p.5835- 5842)
Cc:
Bruce Groner, Chairperson, Treatment Trends, Inc.
Dorothy Roth, Chairperson, TTI Legislative Committee
Charlie Dent, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
James W. Gerlach, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pat Browne, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Mann, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lisa Boscola, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Charlie Curie, Deputy Secretary of Welfare, Commonwealth of Pa.
John Stoffa, Director of Human Services, County of Lehigh
Sue Miosi, Director of MH/DA/MR, County of Lehigh
Margaret Mary Hartnett, D&A Director, County of Lehigh
Deb Beck, President, DASPOP
Diane Fosco, D&A Director, County of Northampton
Mike Harle, Executive Director, Gaudenzia, Inc.
Irv Shandler, Executive Director, DRC
Charles Beem, Executive DirectoivSt. Lukes Addiction Services .
Tom Rogosky, Director of Bureau of Community Corrections
Jim Black, Group Home Coordinator, Pa. DOC
Paul O'Connor, Regional Director, Pa. DOC
Ted Millard, Pa. Halfway Home Association
Bruce Caldwell, Pa. Halfway Home Association
Sheryl Williams, Licensing, Pa. Dept. of Health, BDAP
Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director, IRRC
Naomi Plakins, Esq.
Daylin Leach, Esq.



FOUNDATION
RIVERSIDE CARE. INC.

December 2, 1999

Mr. John C. Hair
Director, Bureau of Community Program

Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza

Harrisburg, PA 17104

/399OEC2/ AM 9 :33 DEC 1 4 1999

Original: ^2075

cc: Sandusky
Wilmarth

Re: Proposed Physical Plant Standards

Dear Mr. Hair:

As someone who has been responsible for the safety program at Eagleville Hospital for over
ten years, I was encouraged to see these new standards. The safety of our patients, residents
and staff is of the highest priority. The proposed standards, for the most part, seem reasonable
and attainable. Consequentially, I believe that the standard under 705.10(c)(ii)(4), Fire Safety,
Fire extinguisher, which requires that all residents be instructed in the use of fire extinguishers
upon admission, needs modification. This requirement as submitted has the potential to
increase liability for the Hospital and places an undue burden on the resources of the Hospital
to adequately train all residents in the safe use of a fire extinguisher.

The following are areas of concern:

• Managing a fire extinguisher may be an unreasonable expectation for residents who are
in the process of detoxification.

• Many residents use poor judgement in their daily lives. Expecting that they will learn to
make a safe decision with a brief introduction on how to use an extinguisher is a risk.

• A resident may feel he is capable of extinguishing a fire and will delay sounding the
alarm thereby jeopardizing the other occupants of the building.

• Improper use of an extinguisher can cause physical harm to the resident and other
individuals. *c l

• Proper use of an extinguisher involves more than just point and shoot. Resident time
should be directed toward recovery, leaving fire fighting to trained staff and fire fighters.
Additional staff training time would be needed to train them to train residents in proper
procedures.

HOSPITAL • 100 Eagteville Road • P O Box 45 - Eaglevllle. PA 19408-0045 • (610) 539-60OO
FOUNDATION - P O Box 265 • Eagleville, PA 19408-O265 • (610) 539-6009
RIVERSIDE CARE, INC. • 131 Harmony Street • Coatesville, PA 19320 • (610) 383-9600

1609 Woodbourne Road • Levittown, PA 19057 • (215) 945-7100
1007 W. Lehlgh Avenue • Philadelphia. PA 19133 • (215) 226-5890
5628 Market Street • Philadelphia, PA 19139 • (215) 747-6480

Visit us on the web at www.eaoiavillehoaoital.org



Rather than instructing residents in the use of extinguishers, I believe basic fire safety
information would be more appropriate. The information should be based on the facility's fire
safety program. Basic instruction could include: what to do upon discovery of a fire, the location
of fire pull stations, the location of fire exit routes, procedures for evacuating a building, and
expectations for residents, e.g., meet at an assigned location, exit the building by the nearest
safe exit, close doors and windows to contain the fire's spread, remain at the evacuation
location until an "all clear* is given, etc. A condensed format covering the basics of the facility's
fire safety program could be developed, then reviewed with each resident at admission and
documented as part of the orientation process.

For clients in a less institutional setting, use of an extinguisher may be appropriate. But in a
facility with multiple levels of treatment, the requirement offers many risks from the
inappropriate use of an extinguisher, to the delay in activating emergency response. The
amount of time in treatment and available resources for our clients is very limited. Clients need
to focus on their recovery. The Hospital needs to direct its resources to this end, while relying
on its fire safety program and trained staff to maintain a safe environment for its residents and

Thank you for your consideration of this response.

Sincerely,

Alexis R, Schultz
Administrative Coordinator



THE COUNTY OF CHESTER
COMMISSIONERS:
Colin A. Hanna, Chairman
Karen L. Martynick
Andrew E. Dinniman

KIM P. BOWMAN, M.S.
Executive Director

DEPARTMENT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
Government Services Center, Suite 325
601 Westtown Road
P.O. Box 2747
West Chester, PA 19380-0990
ADMINISTRATION:
Phone: 610-344-6620 Fax: 6 i0-344-!
CASE MANAGEMENT:
Phone:610-344-5630 Fax: 610-344-j
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BUREAU OF COMMUNITY PROGRAM
UCENSURE AND CERTIFICATION

Mr. John Hair, Director
Bureau of Community Program Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Hamsburg, PA 17104

Dear John:

Original:
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I am writing to comment on the proposed rulemaking to amend physical plant
standards for drug and alcohol treatment facilities as contained in the November 13,
1999 Pennsylvania Bulletin. While I am able to support most of the proposed standards
I have significant concerns with the space requirements for residential treatment
facilities. I also have comments on the outpatient firedrill requirement.

The space requirements contained in the proposed standard would have a
tremendous impact on the public treatment system and result in significantly increased
costs. For programs which utilize bunkbeds, the square footage requirement would be
excessive. For example a room with 2 bunkbeds would be required to be 240 square
feet; this would be an exceptionally large room.

While the proposed rulemaking indicated that there would be no fiscal impact, I
would disagree. The square footage requirement will result in the loss of beds in our
public treatment system. This will mean that the cost of the remaining beds will
increase; therefore, our rates for the programs will need to increase. Additionally, the
loss of beds means less ability to admit clients. If we accept the current research of $4
to $7 in cost savings for each day in treatment, we must conversely accept that each
day an untreated substance abuser is on the streets due to insufficient bed capacity we
are incurring these costs.
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The requirement for fire drills every 60 days in outpatient facilities also appears
excessive. Most public buildings do not have or meet a standard this high. The only
consistent group in an outpatient is the staff who should be aware of emergency
procedures and participate in drills. However, quarterly to semi-annual drills would
appear more than sufficient.

I would strongly urge that these issues be revisited prior to finalizing these
regulations.

-- Finally, I also think it is important to note that, based on our on-site monitoring, it
has been our experience that the public drug and alcohol treatment system overall
provides high quality services and are concerned about insuring client safety.

Sincerely,

Kim P. Bowman

KPB/sIc

S:\kim\commentsphysplant.doc
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'REVIEW

Original: 2075

cc: Sandusky
de Bien

Mr. John Hair, Director Wi lmar th , Lega l
Bureau of Community Program Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza

Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair:

This letter is in response to the PA code changes for 701, 705, 709, 71 land 713.

We agree with the standardization of the physical plant requirements. We support the need to have drug
and alcohol facilities that are safe and provide a pleasant environment for recovery. What is of concern is
that in the section - fiscal impact it identifies that there would be an impact and it would be borne by drug
and alcohol facilities, and annual maintenance would be minimal. We would disagree with these
statements.

As a provider of residential services since 1966, our agency has complied with the proposed standards for
many years. This is generally due to the JCAHO accreditation certification the agency has held since 1985.
The costs have been borne by the organization via grants and fundraising activities. This is becoming more
and more difficult with the majority of social service agencies in competition for the same type of physical
plant improvement funds.

To implement these sections, we would request a review of the current fee for service system to allow such
costs to be built into the daily rates of services. As of late, rates have been frozen, or established at the
State level. The number of clients served continues to reduce, length of stay is reducing so the economy of
scale has lost its effect and costs continue to rise for services.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this bulletin.

Sincerely,

tfyuxfoat'
Suzanne C Mack
Executive Director

cc: Namon McWilliams, Executive Director. Office of Drug and Alcohol Abuse
DASPOP

^Jhdependent Regulatory Commission

414 W. 5th Street • Erie, PA 16507 • 814/459-4775 • Fax: 814/453-6118

DETOXIFICATION • RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT • DUAL DIAGNOSIS • SHOUT OUTREACH
PARTIAL DAY TREATMENT • OUTPATIENT TREATMENT • DR. DANIEL S. SNOW HALFWAY HOUSE

Licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of Health, Division of Drug and Alcohol Program Licensing, and accredited by the Joint Commission of Health Care Organization (JCAHO)
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December 13,1999 -

Mr. John C. Hair SS ^ %
Director |» „ <
Bureau of Community Program Licensure & û S ^ -n

Certification . 5> g O
Department of Health z g 01
132 Kline Plaza
Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair:

I am writing this letter in opposition of the Dept./ of Health Proposed Standards for Drug &
Alcohol Facilities published in me PA Bulletin Vol. 29, No. 48, November 13,1999.

There are numerous areas that we believe will cause confusion and increase costs to the
counties and the Commonwealth. We also are convinced that mere was not an adequate cost
benefit analysis to determine the true cost or these regulations (see Fiscal Impact Section
705.21)

Thirdly, and most importantly, we believe there will be a significant reduction in the capacity
for the treatment, particularly for public patients where resources are most needed. History,
research and common sense, has shown us that reduced capacity leads to increased
incarcerations, crime, drug affected births and chronic relapse. We are supportive of Health
& Safety Standards and members have served on Task Forces to that ends. But, the health
and safety of citizens who will not be afforded timely treatment in regards to increased risk
of HTV7AIDS and Hepatitis C, must be considered.

4OlN.BroadSt. • MsmmtotL** • PbOadOpUa, Pennsytomta l$108
(213) 238-1376 • MX (215) 236-0714
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REVIEW COMMISSION
The following areas are of most concern:
• Section 705.1

Exempt? existing programs with dormitory style. But, does not exempt existing facilities
with 2 people in a 120 Square Foot area. This can cause significant reductions in space.

Example; A 110 Square Foot with a bunk bed, would only be allowed to accommodate 1
resident This would cause programs such as Halfway House, Therapeutic Communities, and
Women & Children programs to reduce their population to a point where they were no longer
able to financially support themselves without closing and locating an alternative site or
having to do massive construction.

Projects which would require zoning and large capital expenditures in the present climate?
Where would this come from? Most of these regulations would particularity affect urban and
rural areas were resources and/or space is at a premium and existing programs are at a
premium.

• Section 705,5 (6) (B) - Sleeping Accommodations
We would recommend that at a minimum, existing projects be exempted and that the
Department develop a program to upgrade existing programs and increase rates which would
support such proposed improvements. A true evaluation of the existing programs and the
costs should be clearly analyzed.

There are sections that need clarity such as: 705.5 (D), 705.11 and 705.21
Inner city programs that are facilities required to have protective security screens in facilities
that are ground level and windows less that 2 feet from the grounds would safety locks
suffice? Do these standards supersede compliment or conflict with Licensing & Inspections
Codes and Children & Youth Standard? The comment in the purpose section that only six
comments were received may indicate the need for ftirther discussion and review of the
process used to develop these regulations.

In conclusion* we believe caution should be taken and a serious cost benefit be done before
proceeding.

Sincerely,

Michael Harle* President
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December 13,1999

John Hair, Director
Bureau of Community Program
Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Hairisburg, PA 17104

Original:

Sandusky

Wilmarth

is
is

8 o

o

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14* Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Re: Proposed Physical Plant Standards PA Bulletin, Volume 29, November 13,1999

Gentlemen:

We are responding at this late date because we received notice of the proposed regulations

only recently. We have several licensed facilities and none of these facilities received the notice.

We have reviewed the proposed regulations amending physical plant standards for

residential and non-residential services. We believe that most of the amendments do adequately

protect the health and safety of the clients being served but do have several concerns with several

sections.

We do wish to comment on the following Sections together with some general comments:

705.5 (a) (5) In bedrooms, a residential facility shall famish the following for each
resident

(5) A chest of drawers

(6) Closet or wardrobe space with clothing racks and shelves accessible to
the resident

Helping people help fhorhttfvws since 1966
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705.5 (b) For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall
provide * minimum of 60 square feet of apace per bed, including apace
occupied by furniture. For each resident occupying a single bedroom,
the facility shall have a minimum of 80 square feet of bedroom space,
Including space occupied by ftirntture

705*5 (c) No more than four resident* may sleep in one bedroom

705.5 (d) When a residential facility uses bunk beds, each mattress shall be
positioned to allow each occupants to sit up in bed.

Section 705,5 (b) requiring a minimum of 60 square feet of space per bed, does not

exempt existing facilities. Other regulatory agencies require much kss square footage. If these

regulations are made effective we would have at least three facilities unable to meet the

requirement. The population of these facilities would be reduced by one-third immediately.

These facilities have been licensed for a certain number of residents. This regulation conflicts with

the cuireot licensing capacity of the facility. More injportatrtty this regutetfon would decrease the

number of available treatment beds within the Commonwealth. Those operating at less capacity

would have increased per diem costs. In essence, it would cost more per day to treat an

individual and fewer individuals will receive treatment at the same costs to the Commonwealth as

before these regulations.
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We recognize that Sections 705.5 (c) concerning four residents to a bedroom exempts

existing facilities. However, in the cgsc of Women and Children facilities where the children arc

residents with their addicted mother, it is often clinically appropriate to have the children in the

bedroom with the mothers, thus increasing the number of individuals in excess of four.

The standard would remit in future Women and Children pro grams being forced to provide

bedrooms which would accommodate fewer than four women residents because the children

would have to be counted with the bedroom number. This regulation would result in higher cost

of construction which could not be adequately reimbursed through a fee for service arrangement.

Many of the proposed regulations do protect the safety and health of the resident of the

facilities, However, several of the regulations clearly indicate that the writers of the regulations

lack on the job experiences with these drug and alcohol programs. We agree that these

regulations may affect 60,000 individuals but, disagree that all these individuals will benefit.

These regulations result in the decommissioning of available beds thereby decreasing the

avaUabiEty of treatment services to those in need

We also disagree with the comment regarding Fiscal Impact, The costs to the

Commonwealth would be substantial. While available beds would decrease, the per diem costs of

each bed would increase proportionately. To replace these beds is difficult not impossible. The

phrase "Not In My Neighborhood" is imperative. Zoning for Drug and Alcohol facilities has
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become xwre difficult each year. In some cities and townships the establishment of a drug and

alcohol fecility is impossible. When zoning is pemutted, it is usually in oeigbbodmods with older

buildings making renovations very expensive. Please note that applicable city fire and safety

regulations do apply and these facilities do not operate without a Certificate of Occupancy. If a

township or city issues a certificate of occupancy why not accept this as are proof that fire and

safety issues have been adequately addressed.

In Summary, we could comment at length of several of these regulations but we believe that

public bearing should be held so thatall interested parties can be heard. We believe that the intent

of the proposed regulations is to protect the health and safety of those persons being seemed.

However in several instances the proposed regulations have the opposite effect. Treatment slots

will be decreased and the costs of treatment will increase

Sincerely yours,

Michael Harle, President
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James M. Smith CASPOP
Regulatory Analyst
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14lh Floor, Harrislown 2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Jim:

Or ig ina l :

Sandusky

Wilmarth

As promised, the results of our mailings to the alcohol and drug addiction treatment
programs are coming in. We've encouraged the effected programs to contact and copy both
IRRC and the Department of Health with any concerns. In the event these documents were
not yet forwarded to you, fax copies follow this letter.

As you can see, the proposed Regulations for Drug and Alcohol Facilities Physical
Plant Standards are raising numerous concerns and I expect we will hear more of them after
the IRRC deadline as well. In addition to these letters, we have received calls raising the
same concerns about loss of bed capacity and contradictions with other standards.

Til be calling you soon to discuss the issues delineated and plan for the next steps in
the regulatory process.

Thank you for your call.

Sincerely.

Air
Deb Beck, MSW
President

December 13, 1999

Drug and Alcohol Service Providers Organization of Pennsylvania

A subsidiary of the Pennsylvania Chemiuil Abus<: CuTtiikdUon Board

298 Soulh Pru«re» Avenue HarrLsburR. PA 17HR4626 717.657.7OS4 fax 7|7.657.«J55
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John Hair

Bur.au of Community Program Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair

SSSsSSSsSaSS-SSSasSSSS
capacity accessible to publicly funded clients.

I seriously question that "...clients feel dehumanized while residing in open, crowded, uncomfortable
quarters" After having visited several high profile colleges in the Northeast and South, I am convinced that
many college students in dormitories live in a shared room of less than 60 square feet per person. No client
has ever made this comment at the Halfway Home,

It takes more than space to create a feeling. The memorable comment from the last Alumni/ae Association
meeting of the HWAmmy Home is This is the only real home I ever knew" This doesn't sound like "feeling
dehumanized" to me.

The loss of one bed over a 12 month period often means the difference between being financially sound
and not being financially sound (365 bed days x $65 per day = $23,725). If these regulations go into effect
many programs will lose their financial feasibility. This regulation only makes sense if the departments
intent to close halfway homes and treatment programs, especially those currently serving the poorest of the

Even if agencies had the money had the money to expand, NIMBY attitudes of the general population
prevents further expansion of most programs.

The square footage requirements must be reduced, especially for existing programs. If you have any
questions or concerns, please call.

The Rev. Chartea L Beem, M.Div., M.A.

Certified Addictions Counselor
Certified Clinical Supervisor
Diplomat* American Colleg* of Healthcare Executives
Fellow. American College of Addiction Treatment Providers

C C 1 7 % " * " * ™ * " " * R«9ulatory Review Commission. 333 Market Street. 14m Floor, Harrisburg. PA

Drug and Alcohol Service Providers Organization of Pennsylvania

S= ===. = I?. Si-
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Treatment Trends, Inc.
18-22 S. SIXTHSTREET P.O BOX 685 ALLENTOWN, PA 18105

•Confront .Keenm House -Uhlgk 4 Northampton Comfy TASC \%> *$*
.Fo»HsicnemientSenkM'Xk»ardS.CsauaSecov^House ^ <& \~

H \ •<?.
v

Gene Boyle ^ ^

PO Box 90 %<$ < ~>

%9 \ r
Harrisburg, Pa. % ^

Subject: Proposed Regulations for Drug & Alcohol Facilities Physical Plant
Standards

Dear Mr. Boyle:

I am writing to voice my objections to section 705.5 (b) Sleeping
Accommodations.

For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall
provide a minimum of 60 square feet of bedroom space per bed, including
space occupied by furniture. For each resident occupying a single
bedroom, the facility shall have a minimum of 80 square feet of bedroom
space, including space occupied by furniture.

My concerns are as follows:
1. Capacity Impact
2. Cross systems inconsistency
3. Legitimate space constraint

Capacity Impact
Treatment Trends, Inc. just spent another $160,000 to renovate it's

residential facilities at Keenan House. The design was based on the American
Correctional Association's standards, requiring 25 sq. feet unencumbered space in
the sleeping areas. This renovation was a capacity increase from 70 residents to 85
residents. This was considered only because of the treatment demands for long
term residential treatment. This new proposed space requirement does not
recognize efficient space utilization afforded by bunk beds and dorm style
sleeping. This hardship would reduce our bed expansion from 85 beds to 58 beds.
If you ever came here you would see anything but what is described by these
bureaucrats, our facilities are spacious and airy with adequate room and movement
throughout the building.

This capacity reduction would mean fewer persons treated, a loss of
revenue and ultimately loss of staff. When people cannot access treatment they
continue their addiction, resulting in chronicity and crime. Ironically, as the state
of Pennsylvania pushes managed care readiness, which requires 24-hr, access; in
the same breath proposing regulations which cause a loss of capacity and in-turn,
less access.

•Tei 619-439-8479 * Fax 620-439-0315 • E-mail txirends@fastnei
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Cross Systems Inconsistency
I wonder if these regulations apply for all systems. Do homeless shelters,

state hospitals, personal care boarding homes, prison work release centers,
community correctional centers and other state funded facilities meet these
requirements? If litigated, these regulations would be seen as discriminatory
against ADA protected persons. Why would these regulations apply to one state
funded system and not all state funded systems? I wonder how a judge would
view such discrepancies system to system. If we were all held to the same
standards; equal unfairness might apply. Prima facie, this looks like a great ADA
case. There is not even a grandfather clause.

The renovation costs to expand our capacity were done by design, to
comply with the American Correctional Association standards. The ACA
recognizes that people simply go to sleep and the most important areas have to do
with being awake. I do not believe the impact of this regulation has been well
thought out, if anything this is indicative of a bureaucracy gone amok! The
language supporting the rationale for the bedroom space is interesting, the
bureaucrats state " sleeping accommodations are woefully poor in many residential
facilities. Often clients feel dehumanized while residing in open, crowded,
uncomfortable quarters". Our clients don't use language like that unless we are
spoon feeding the words to them. For most people coming to treatment, this is a
huge step up from homeless poverty, prison or a crack house. We have never had
one complaint about our sleeping accommodations. These bureaucrats need to
both "get a grip" and "loosen their grip".

Legitimate Space Constraints
The climate in the cities regarding the NIMBY syndrome is atrocious.

Zoning boards and the cumulative regulations create a climate that is difficult to
negotiate. Efforts to expand services are usually thwarted by city and townships
that don't want 'those people" in their city or towns. When regulations reduce
capacity we simply cost shift the problem to the prison systems.

Our space is converted warehouse; we have no place else to go. Not every
facility is like the Betty Ford or Caron Foundation.. How much space do you
really need to close your eyes and go to sleep? Let's keep our priorities straight,
the space in which you lay down to close your eyes, has nothing to do with fire or
safety. It can have everything to do with less treatment capacity and never even
getting a space to lay down to sleep; because you'll never even get into the center.

Please consider these perspectives and loosen up the square footage
requirements, consider grandfathering where other factors mitigate these excessive
requirements. I also urge you to consider the discrepancies between state funded
programs and the ADA implications of these proposed regulations. Thank you.
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Sincerely,

Robert C. Csandl, MHS, CAC
Executive Director
Treatment Trends, Inc.

Enclosures: (1) Pa. Bulletin (p.5835- 5842)
Cc:
Bruce Groner, Chairperson, Treatment Trends, Inc.
Dorothy Roth, Chairperson, TIT Legislative Committee
Charlie Dent, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
James W. Gerlach, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pat Browne, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Mann, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lisa Boscola, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Charlie Curie, Deputy Secretary of Welfare, Commonwealth of Pa.
John Stoffa, Director of Human Services, County of Lehigh
Sue Miosi, Director of MH/DA/MR* County of Lehigh
Margaret Mary Hartnett, D&A Director, County of Lehigh
Deb Beck, President, DASPOP

- Diane Fosco, D&A Director, County of Northampton
Mike Hade, Executive Director, Gaudenzia, Inc.
Lrv Shandler, Executive Director, DRC
Charles Bcem, Executive Director, St Lukes Addiction Services
Tom Rogosky, Director of Bureau of Community Corrections
Jim Black, Group Home Coordinator, Pa. DOC
Paul O'Connor, Regional Director, Pa. DOC
Bruce Caldwell, Pa. Halfway Home Association
Sheiyl Williams, Licensing, Pa. Dept of Health, BDAP
Robert E, Nyce, Executive Director, IRRC
Naomi Plakins, Esq.
Daylin Leach, Esq.
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Mr. John C. Hair
Director, Bureau of Community Program

Ucensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza

Harrisburg, PA 17104

Re: Proposed Physical Plant Standards

Dear Mr. Hair

As someone who has been responsible for the safety program at EagtavWe Hospital for over
ten years, i was encouraged to see these new standards. The safety of our patients, residents
and staff is of the highest priority. The proposed standards, for the most part seem reasonable
and attainable. Consequentially, I believe that the standard under 705.10(c)(ii)(4), Fire Safety,
Fire extinguisher, which requires that all residents be instructed in the use of fire extinguishers
upon admission, needs modification. This requirement as submitted has the potential to
increase liability for the Hospital and places an undue burden on the resources of the Hospital
to adequately train ail residents in the safe use of a fire extinguisher.

The following are areas of concern:

* Managing a fire extinguisher may be an unreasonable expectation for residents who are
in the process of detoxification.

* Many residents use poor judgement in their daily lives. Expecting that they will learn to
make a safe decision with a brief introduction on how to use an extinguisher is a risk.

* A resident may feel he is capable of extinguishing a fire and will delay sounding the
alarm thereby jeopardizing the other occupants of the building.

* Improper use of an extinguisher can cause physical harm to the resident and other
individuals.

* Proper use of an extinguisher involves more than just point and shoot Resident time
should be directed toward recovery, leaving fire fighting to trained staff and fire fighters.
Additional staff training time would be needed to train them to train residents in proper
procedures.

• " • •BP
vi*** I M on *h* w*o *$ *
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Rather than instructing residents in the use of extinguishers, I believe basic fire safety
information would be mom appropriate. The information should be based on the facility's Are
safety program. Basic instruction could include: what to do upon discovery of a fire, the location
of fire pull stations, the location of fire exit routes, procedures for evacuating a building, and
expectations for residents, e.g.. meet at an assigned location, exit the building by the nearest
safe exit, close doors and windows to contain the fire's spread, remain at the evacuation
location until an "all clear11 is given, eta A condensed format covering the basics of the facility's
fire safety program could be developed, then reviewed with each resident at admission and
documented as part of the orientation process.

For clients in a less institutional setting, use of an extinguisher may be appropriate. But in a
facility with multiple levels of treatment, the requirement offers many risks from the
inappropriate use of an extinguisher, to the delay in activating emergency response. The
amount of time in treatment and available resources for our clients is very limited. Clients need
to focus on their recovery The Hospital needs to direct its resources to this end, while relying
on its fire safety program and trained staff to maintain a safe environment for its residents and
staff.

Thank you for your consideration of this response.

Sincerely,

Alexis R. Schultz
Administrative Coordinator
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December 2, 1999

Mr. John Hair, Director
Bureau of Community Program Licensure
and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza. Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair:

( i m i N U H > Tl I t HI-ART O l Wl* MA OTIC

Patrick J. Palmer

\

a1«

I am writing pursuant to the Pennsylvania Department of Health Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 46.
dated November 13, 1999. As a non-residential treatment provider in the city of
Philadelphia, I am in general agreement with the changes proposed ill this Bulletin for non-
residential treatment facilities. However, after reviewing the Bulletin, I do have several
comment*:

Regarding Section 705.23 (*), "Counseling or activity areas and office space\ the proposed
regulatory change seems to lack specificity The spirit of the proposed change id clear, and
more importantly, necessary. However, in its current form, there seems to be broad latitude
for interpretation. If this could be more clearly defined, it would not only be helpful to our
planning process, but moreover, could potentially prevent disagreement between the
Department and providers a* to what is objectively considered "adequate" space for
counseling area*.

Section 705.22 (2), "Building exterior grounds", is also somewhat vague. Some issues
inherent to this concern are obvious, but again, there seems to be an interpretive aspect that
may lead to disagreement regarding what is and is not considered a hazard. Having centers
in a highly populated urban area present many issues that are not common in other locals,
and could be potentially interpreted as being in non compliance with this regulation

Lastly, the proposed rule change as noted in Section 705.26 (2), "Hearing and cooling",
seems to apply to portable (non kemsme) electric heaters that have already received
approval by federal regulators concerning their safely, Two of our "leased" facilities are
located in older buildings where, although the heating is generally adequate, there are
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certain areas that require supplemental help to insure appropriate temperature i* consistency
maintained. This is especially true an very cold or windy days. The requirement lo insure
that all supplemental heating devices are permanently mounted could cause us ro incur great
expense, and in some cases could be prohibited by the owner(s) of the buildings. It would
be of great assistance to us if this proposed change could be re-visited, perhaps, with the
assistance of professional feetfoack from fire specialists, to see if, under certain conditions,
(approved) non-mounted heaters could be utilized.

I appreciate the Department's continued vigilance and mission to insure public safety, and
am available to discuss my comments should you feel it necessary.

Thank you for allowing me to express my opinion.

Sincerely,

PAUUCKX PALVIKR
<'liH*f Kx«viitiv<* Ofluvr

D3 Murkti Street
HMrrt*or|;. PA I7M)|
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John C. Hair, Director \ .
Bureau of Community Program Licensure & Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr; Hair:

this is to comment on proposed amendments to PA Code CHS 701,705,709,711 and 713. The
Community Outpatient & Residential Providers of Philadelphia (CORP) is composed of over thirty
providers of drug and alcohol services in the City of Philadelphia. We deliver the vast majority of
such services in our community.

CORP supports the concept of reviewing outmoded regulations, inconsistent with modern standards
for physical plant, health and safety of employees and patients.

We are concerned about a number of issues:

The length of time the regulations were going through internal state processes is disproportionate
to the length of time available for public comment (one month). Many of our members do not
remember the draft proposed regulations "sent to over 900 entities on the Divisions general mailing
list11. None have had the chance to thoroughly review the proposed amendments. Given the
importance of the issue, an extension of the comment period is required in the interests of all
stakeholders.

The tone and structure of the regulations appears so detailed as to eliminate ambiguities in
interpretation and so, to serve as a blueprint. At the same time we can foresee endless petty
discussions about definitions of such words as "solid construction", "sized appropriately",
"comfortable", "good condition", etc.

Of wider importance than style, the proposed regulations will have the effect of reducing the bed
capacity, increasing the bed day rates and costs as a result of the 60 feet/resident standard being
applied retroactively to residential facilities. A significant number of long standing, long licensed
and high quality programs will be adversely affected by this ruling. While adoption as a going
forward standard is possible, the "retrofit or close" effect of this section of the regulations would be

DEC 13 '99 12:05 215 451 7110 PAGE.002



very hurtful, especially as demand for those kinds of programs has risen, especially in the area of
women's and children's services.

Finally, the present consideration of these regulations appears inconsistent with the Cross System
Licensing team initiative of the Ridge Administration, which has proceeded to implement a work
plan which includes residential facility regulations. We suggest strongly that either the time table
for the Cross System project be amended and accelerated or that the proposed rules be held for late
consideration. The Cross System project holds promise for adding an unprecedented level of internal
consistency and has already proven itself to value and use stakeholders input in their work product.

As stated above, the press of time does not allow the kind of line by line review these proposed
regulations merit. Our members hope there is further opportunity to impact the process.

Sincere!'

TerenceMcSheny
Convenor'

DEC 13 '39 12:05 215 451 7110 PAGE.003
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If you have any problems in the receipt of this message, plwjse contact the sender immediately.

This facsimile transmission is intended only for the addressee(s) shown above. R may contain
information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. Any review,
dissemination or use of this transmission or its contents is strictly prohibited lfyou have received
this transmission in error> please notify us immediately by telephone and mail the original to us
at the above address. THANK YOU.

A CQMPMHKNSIYB APPROACH TO THE TM^TMKNT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROBLEMS
AND THB PROVISION OF SERVICES TO YOUTH & PAMDUXS IN NWED.

Ftowcra-5/99
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Treatment Trends, Inc.
18-22 S. SIXTHSTREET P.O.BOX 685 ALLENTOWN,PA 18105

• Confront •Keenan House * Lehigh <£ Northampton County TASC
• Forensic Treatment Services • Richard & Csandl Recovery House

Original: 2075

Mr. Charlie Curie, Deputy Secretary of Welfare
333 Health and Welfare Building
P.O. Box 2675
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Mr. Curie:

Sandusky

de Bien
Wilmarth

AS o

o

I am writing in response to the proposed physical plant changes for the licensure of residential and
non-residential drug and alcohol services. While I agree that standards for the physical plant are
necessary, I disagree with the method of implementation of and the severity of the changes. The
proposed change that I find most damaging to existing facilities is that in Section 705.5 (b) Sleeping
accommodations.

"For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall provide a minimum
of 60 square feet of bedroom space per bed, including space occupied by furniture"

This space requirement will undoubtedly place a severe hardship on many existing treatment facilities
and halfway houses. Most non-profit organizations operate under stringent budget constraints. When
they are forced to eliminate beds to meet arbitrary space standards such as this, the loss in revenue
will force many to reduce staff, placing further limits on treatment availability. The loss of only a
few beds could force small agencies (especially non-profits) to close. I would request that existing
agencies be grandfathered, permitting them to continue utilizing current sleeping accommodations,
unless of course, those facilities are so small or deteriorated that they should not be inhabited.

Treatment Trends, Inc. has recently renovated most of the existing facilities in Keenan House, a non-
hospital residential drug and alcohol treatment facility. The most recent remodeling effort eliminated
wasted hallway space and combined several small bedrooms into larger dormitory style rooms. The
newly renovated sleeping accommodations were designed according to American Correctional
Association (ACA) Standards for Adult Community Residential Services. The ACA sleeping
accommodations requirement is 25 square feet of unencumbered space per client, a much lower space
requirement than that proposed in 705.5 (even when furnishings are included)! How can these two
organizations operate under such vastly different standards?

The latest TTI renovations provide clients with light, clean, comfortable and modern bedrooms with
easy access to large, modern shower/bathroom facilities. These renovations also allow for more
spacious lounge and group treatment areas. In order to finance these changes (the latest costing
approximately $160,000), Treatment Trends, Inc., has adjusted its budget, by increasing its bed
capacity from 70 to 85 clients. This increase not only allowed Keenan House to upgrade its services,
but also helped to meet the demand for increased services by local and surrounding counties.

•Tel 610-439-8479 • Fax 610-439-0315 • E-mail txtrends@fastnet



As mentioned above, an agency must adjust its budget to meet the expense of capital improvements.
This is accomplished by adjusting either its per diem or the number of clients it can appropriately
serve at one time. When the number of clients (beds) must be reduced, staff must be terminated and
treatment capability is reduced, stressing an already taxed system. When a facility attempts to
increase their per diem by this magnitude (more than 5%) in a year, a budget amendment must be
approved by the Department of Health. This process, which is not guaranteed, would increase our
debt and potentially double the length of time required to repay the loan. Such a per diem increase
would also endanger contracts we possess with other agencies. Increasingly stringent staffing
requirements have already placed heavy burdens on Drug and Alcohol facilities by producing
unfunded mandates from the State.

In closing, I would ask minimally that these proposed standards be revised to compare to those of the
American Correctional Association. When measuring the impact of these standards on existent
facilities, it appears that the ones most adversely affected are the non-profits, those lacking huge
financial excesses and acres of ground with which to expand. By simply stating in the proposed
standard that the plan would require the reduction of the number of beds (with no flexibility for
existing facilities), it has become clearly evident that this type of community-based organization is no
longer valued. In my opinion, this plan clearly discriminates against smaller programs and non-
profits, as well as a protected group of clients who utilize these services.

Sincerely,

Theodore Alex
Associate Director, TTI

cc: Bruce Groner, Chairperson, Treatment Trends, Inc.
Dorothy Roth, Chairperson , TTI Legislative Committee
Charles Dent, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pat Browne, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
James W. Gerlach, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Mann, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lisa Boscola, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
John Stoffa, Director of Human Services, County of Lehigh
Sue Miosi, Director of MH/MR/DA, County of Lehigh
Margaret Mary Hartnett, D & A Administrator, County of Lehigh
Deb Beck, President, DASPOP
Diane Fosco, D & A Administrator, County of Northampton
Mike Harle, Executive Director, Gaudenzia, Inc.
Irv Shandler, Executive Director, DRC
Charles Beem, Executive Director, St. Lukes Addiction Services
Tom Rogowsky, Director, Bureau of Community Corrections
James Black, Contract Facility Coordinator, PA DOC
Paul O'Connor, Regional Director, PA DOC
Bruce Caldwell, PA Halfway Home Association

_ ^ Cheryl Williams, Director, Division of Drug and Alcohol Program Licensure
^ ^ \ * Robert E, Nyce, Executive Director, IRRC

Naomi Plakins, Esquire
Daylin Leach, Esquire
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BUREAU OF COMMUNITY PROGRAM
LICENSUBE AND CERTIFICATION

^ - ^ p r 2075
cc: —Sandusky

Wilmarth

Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Re- Proposed Physical Plant Standards
"T. Drug and Alcohol Facilities and Services

Dear Mr. Hair:

unique modality

We respectfully request that the halfway house modality receive an exemption
from the proposed Section 705.5. (6)(b) and (6)(d) standards.

Working Together to Provide Addicted Men and Women a Road Back to Life



December 7,1999

If you have any questions, or would like the opportunity to further explore this
request, please contact me at your convenience.

Sincereh

jux>yw^
Ted M. Millard, President
PA Halfway House Association
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HEART OF THE MATTER

*^^rcmmc*m
MncfcJ.hlmer
Ch\ef Executive Officer

Mr. John Hair, Director
Bureau of Community Program Licensure
and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Harrisburg,-PA 17104

Original:

Sandusky
Wilmarth

Dear Mr. Hair:

I am writing pursuant to the Pennsylvania Department of Health Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 46,
dated November 13, 1999. As a non-residential treatment provider in the city of
Philadelphia, I am in general agreement with the changes proposed in this Bulletin for non-
residential treatment facilities. However, after reviewing the Bulletin, I do have several
comments:

Regarding Section 705.23 (1), "Counseling or activity areas and office space", the proposed
regulatory change seems to lack specificity. The spirit of the proposed change is clear, and
more importantly, necessary. However, in its current form, there seems to be broad latitude
for interpretation. If this could be more clearly defined, it would not only be helpful to our
planning process, but moreover, could potentially prevent disagreement between the
Department and providers as to what is objectively considered "adequate" space for
counseling areas.

Section 705,22 (2), "Building exterior grounds", is also somewhat vague. Some issues
inherent to this concern are obvious, but again, tfiere seems to be an interpretive aspect that
may lead to disagreement regarding what is and is not considered a hazard. Having centers
in a highly populated urban area present many issues that are not common in other locals,
and could be potentially interpreted as being in non-compliance with this regulation.

Lastly, the proposed rule change as noted in Section 705.26 (2), "Heating and cooling",
seems to apply to portable (non-kerosine) electric heaters that have already received
approval by federal regulators concerning their safety. Two of our "leased" facilities are
located in older buildings where, although the heating is generally adequate, there are

670J Xonh Broad Strca Philadelphia, PA 19126 215-276-3922 fax 215-92W85

2009 South Broad Siren Philadelphia, PA 19148 215-271-2200 fax 215-271-2223

3609 North Broad Street Philadelphia, PA 19140 215-223-1100 fax 215-223-1200

1710 North 22nd Street Philadelphia, PA 19121 215-232-2200 fax215-232-4200



certain areas that require supplemental help to insure appropriate temperature is consistently
maintained. This is especially true on very cold or windy days. The requirement to insure
that all supplemental heating devices are permanently mounted could cause us to incur great
expense, and in some cases could be prohibited by the owner(s) of the buildings. It would
be of great assistance to us if this proposed change could be re-visited, perhaps, with the
assistance of professional feedback from fire specialists, to see if, under certain conditions,
(approved) non-mounted heaters could be utilized.

I appreciate the Department's continued vigilance and mission to insure public safety, and
am available to discuss my comments should you feel it necessary.

Thank you for allowing me to express my opinion.

Sincerely,

PATRICKX PALVIKK
(Ihirf Kxmitive OITICIT

333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
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V St. Luke's
' Addictions Treatment Services, Inc.

December 2,1999

John Hair
Director
Bureau of Community Program Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair:

Original:

Sandusky

Wilmarth

Within this past week, another provider informed me of new regulations for Drug and Alcohol Facilities and
Services - Section 705. Of extreme concern is the minimum number of square feet necessary per person.
Sixty square feet per person will negatively effect programs to the extent of severely limiting total treatment
capacity accessible to publicly funded clients.

I seriously question that "...clients feet dehumanized while residing in open, crowded, uncomfortable
quarters." After having^visited several high profile colleges in the Northeast and South, I am convinced that
many college students in dormitories live in a shared room of less than 60 square feet per person. No client
has ever made this comment at the Halfway Home.

It takes more than space to create a feeling. The memorable comment from the last Alumni/ae Association
meeting of the Halfway Home is "this is the only real home I ever knew." This doesn't sound like "feeling
dehumanized" to me.

The loss of one bed over a 12 month period often means the -difference between being financially sound
and not being financially sound (365 bed days x $65 per day = $23,725). If these regulations go into effect
many programs will lose their financial feasibility. This regulation only makes sense if the department's
intent to close halfway homes and treatment programs, especially those currently serving the poorest of the

Even if agencies had the resources to expand, NIMBY attitudes of the general population prevents further
expansion of most programs.

The square footage requirements must be reduced, especially for existing programs. If you have any
questions or concerns, please call.

The Rev. Charles L Beem, M.Div., M.A.
Executive Director

Sincerely,

William Stauffer, CAC
Program Director - Halfway Home of Lehigh Valley

Cc: IRRC (independent Regulatory Review Commission, 333 Market Street, 14th Floor, Harrisburg, PA
.- . 1 7 1 0 4 ) , • ' . ; • ; . ; • • • • • • • • • • • ; • • • • • , . - . • . • - • . - . . . . - / . " . • . . . . . , , ' .

Drug and Alcohor Service Providers Organization of Pennsylvania
Senator Charles Dent, Senate Box 203034,457 Capital Bldg. Harrisburg, PA17120
Representative Jennifer Mann, House Box 202020,121B East Wing, Harrisburg, PA 17120-2020

Administrative Office
50 E. Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-758-9990

1107 Eaton Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-954-3650

Halfway Home
119-121 N. 8th Street
Allentown, PA 18101
610-439-0218

Outpatient Services
50 E. Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-866-0918

Outpatient Services
158-160 S. Third Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-252-6324
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Original: 2075

cc: Sandusky, de Bien, Smith, Wilma:

Legal D ^ r v ^

' Addictions Treatment Services, Inc. n - : / ' / £ r)
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Bureau of Community Program Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A -
Harrisburg, PA 17104

Dear Mr. Hair:

Within this past week, another provider informed me of new regulations for Drug and Alcohol Facilities and
Services - Section 705. Of extreme concern is the minimum number of square feet necessary per person.
Sixty square feet per person will negatively effect programs to the extent of severely limiting total treatment
capacity accessible to publicly funded clients.

I seriously question that "...clients feel dehumanized while residing in open, crowded, uncomfortable
quarters." After having visited several high profile colleges in the Northeast and South, I am convinced that
many college students in dormitories live in a shared room of less than 60 square feet per person. No client
has ever made this comment at the Halfway Home.

It takes more than space to create a feeling. The memorable comment from the last Alumni/ae Association
meeting of the Halfway Home is "this is the only real home I ever knew." This doesn't sound like "feeling
dehumanized" to me.

The loss of one bed over a 12 month period often means the difference between being financially sound
and not being financially sound (365 bed days x $65 per day = $23,725). If these regulations go into effect
many programs will lose their financial feasibility. This regulation only makes sense if the department's
intent to close halfway homes an8 treatment programs, especially those currently serving the poorest of the

Even if agencies had the resources to expand, NIMBY attitudes of the general population prevents further
expansion of most programs.

The square footage requirements must be reduced, especially for existing programs. If you have any
questions or concerns, please calL

Iricerely

The Rev. Charles L.
Executive Director

Sincerely,

William Stauffer, CAC
Program Director - Halfway Home of Lehigh Valley

Cc: IRRC (Independent Regulatory Review Commission, 333 Market Street, 14th Floor, Harrisburg, PA
17104).
Drug and Alcohol Service Providers Organization of Pennsylvania
Senator Charles Dent, Senate Box 203034, 457 Capital Bldg. Harrisburg, PA17120
Representative Jennifer Mann, House Box 202020, 121B East Wing, Harrisburg, PA 17120-2020

Administrative Office
50 E. Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-758-9990

1107 Eaton Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-954-3650

Halfway Home
119-121 N. 8th Street
Allentown, PA 18101
610-439-0218

Outpatient Services
50 E. Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
610-866-0918

Outpatient Services
158-160 S. Third Street
Easton, PA 18042
610-252-6324



Original: 2075

cc: Sandusky

HOSPITAL de Bien

RIVERSIDE CARE, INC. Wilmarth

December 2, 1999 * § t l y3

C2S o& m

in
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Re: Department Of Health, Drug and Alcohol Facilities and Services
Proposed Physical Plant Standards

Dear Sir/Madam:

For your information, the attached letter was sent to Mr. John C. Hair, Director, Bureau of
Community Program Licensure and Certification, regarding the proposed rulemaking.

Sincerely,

Alexis R. Schultz
Administrative Coordinator

Attachment

HOSPITAL * 100 Eagleville Road • P O Box 45 • Eaglevllle, PA 19408-0045 • (610) 539-6000
FOUNDATION • P O Box 265 • Eagleville, PA 19408-0265 • (610) 539-6009
RIVERSIDE CARE, INC. • 131 Harmony Street • Coatesville, PA 19320 • (610) 383-9600

1609 Woodbourne Road • Levittown, PA 19057 • (215) 945-7100
1007 W. Lehlgh Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 19133 • (215) 226-5890
5828 Market Street • Philadelphia, PA 19139 • (215) 747-648O

Visit us on the web at www.eaqlevHlehospltal.org



HOSPITAL
FOUNDATION

RIVERSIDE CARE. INC.

December 2, 1999

Mr. John C. Hair
Director, Bureau of Community Program

Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza

Harrisburg, PA 17104

Re: Proposed Physical Plant Standards

Dear Mr. Hair:

As someone who has been responsible for the safety program at Eagleville Hospital for over
ten years, I was encouraged to see these new standards. The safety of our patients, residents
and staff is of the highest priority. The proposed standards, for the most part, seem reasonable
and attainable. Consequentially, I believe that the standard under 705.10(c)(ii)(4), Fire Safety,
Fire extinguisher, which requires that all residents be instructed in the use of fire extinguishers
upon admission, needs modification. This requirement as submitted has the potential to
increase liability for the Hospital and places an undue burden on the resources of the Hospital
to adequately train all residents in the safe use of a fire extinguisher.

The following are areas of concern:

• Managing a fire extinguisher may be an unreasonable expectation for residents who are
in the process of detoxification.

• Many residents use poor judgement in their daily lives. Expecting that they will learn to
make a safe decision with a brief introduction on how to use an extinguisher is a risk.

• A resident may feel he is capable of extinguishing a fire and will delay sounding the
alarm thereby jeopardizing the other occupants of the building.

• Improper use of an extinguisher can cause physical harm to the resident and other
individuals.

• Proper use of an extinguisher involves more than just point and shoot. Resident time
should be directed toward recovery, leaving fire fighting to trained staff and fire fighters.
Additional staff training time would be needed to train them to train residents in proper
procedures.

HOSPITAL « 1OO Eaglevllle Road • P O Box 45 • Eaglevllle, PA 19408-0045 • (610) 539-6000
FOUNDATION • P O Box 265 • Eaglevllle, PA 19408-0265 • (610) 539-6009
RIVERSIDE CARE, INC. • 131 Harmony Street • Coatesvllle, PA 19320 • (610) 383-9600

16O9 Woodboume Road • Levlttown, PA 19057 • (215) 945-7100
1OO7 W. Lehigh Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 19133 • (215) 226-5890
5828 Market Street • Philadelphia, PA 19139 • (215) 747-6480

Visit us on the web at www.eaqle



Rather than instructing residents in the use of extinguishers, I believe basic fire safety
information would be more appropriate. The information should be based on the facility's fire
safety program. Basic instruction could include: what to do upon discovery of a fire, the location
of fire pull stations, the location of fire exit routes, procedures for evacuating a building, and
expectations for residents, e.g., meet at an assigned location, exit the building by the nearest
safe exit, close doors and windows to contain the fire's spread, remain at the evacuation
location until an "all clear" is given, etc. A condensed format covering the basics of the facility's
fire safety program could be developed, then reviewed with each resident at admission and
documented as part of the orientation process.

For clients in a less institutional setting, use of an extinguisher may be appropriate. But in a
facility with multiple levels of treatment, the requirement offers many risks from the
inappropriate use of an extinguisher, to the delay in activating emergency response. The
amount of time in treatment and available resources for our clients is very limited. Clients need
to focus on their recovery. The Hospital needs to direct its resources to this end, while relying
on its fire safety program and trained staff to maintain a safe environment for its residents and

Thank you for your consideration of this response.

Sincerely,

Alexis R. Schultz
Administrative Coordinator
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REFEP, T
Robert S. Zimmerman
Secretary of Health
Department of Health
Health and Welfare Building
Room 802
PO Box 90
Harrisburg, Pa. 17108

Original:

Sandusky
Wilmarth

de Bien

Subject: Proposed Regulations, Drug & Alcohol Physical Plant Standards

Dear Mr. Zimmerman: |
I am writing to voice my objections to section 705.5 (b) Sleeping

Accommodations.
For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall

provide a minimum of 60 square feet of bedroom space per bed, including
space occupied by furniture. For each resident occupying a single
bedroom, the facility shall have a minimum of 80 square feet of bedroom
space, including space occupied by furniture.

These proposed changes emerged November 13, 1999 in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. They have been in the "pipeline" for over 2 years. The Pa. Bulletin
states that over 900 entities have been contacted via a mailing list. Programs in
Philadelphia and throughout the northeastern region have not been contacted. To
many of us this is like being blindsided. Even at a recent meeting of the Alliance
of Service Providers, the people working on the cross-licensing are on another set
of providers and indicated that if this passed, it would be subject to review in 2.5
years. However, the damage would be done. Even BDAP licensing are onto other
priorities, eg., the methadone regulations then halfway home regulations.

My concerns are as follows:
1. Capacity Loss and Impact ~^
2. Cross systems inconsistency
3. Legitimate space constraints with older buildings

Capacity Impact
Treatment Trends, Inc. just spent another $160,000 to renovate it's

residential facilities at Keenan House. The design was based on the American
Correctional Association's standards, requiring 25 sq. feet unencumbered space in
the sleeping areas. This renovation was a capacity increase from 70 residents to 85
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residents. This was considered only because of the treatment demands for long
term residential treatment. This new proposed space requirement does not
recognize efficient space utilization afforded by bunk beds and dorm style
sleeping. This hardship would reduce our bed expansion from 85 beds to 58 beds.
If you ever came here you would see anything but what is described by these
bureaucrats, our facilities are spacious and airy with adequate room and movement
throughout the building.

This capacity reduction would mean fewer persons treated, a loss of
revenue and ultimately loss of staff. When people cannot access treatment they
continue their addiction, resulting in chronicity and crime. Ironically, as the state
of Pennsylvania pushes managed care readiness, which requires 24-hr, access; in
the same breath proposing regulations which cause a loss of capacity and in-turn,
less access.

Cross Systems Inconsistency
-_ .- I wonder if these regulations apply for all systems. Do homeless shelters,
state hospitals, personal care boarding homes, prison work release centers,
community correctional centers and other state funded facilities meet these
requirements? If litigated, these regulations would be seen as discriminatory
against ADA protected persons. Why would these regulations apply to one state
funded system and not all state ftinded systems? I wonder how a judge would
view such discrepancies system to system. If we were all held to the same
standards; equal unfairness might apply. Prima facie, this looks like a great ADA
case. There is not even a grandfather clause.

The renovation costs to expand our capacity were done by design, to
comply with the American Correctional Association standards. The ACA
recognizes that people simply go to sleep and the most important areas have to do
with being awake. I do not believe the impact of this regulation has been well
thought out, if anything this is indicative of a bureaucracy gone amok! The
language supporting the rationale for the bedroom space is interesting, the
bureaucrats state " sleeping accommodations are woefully poor in many residential
facilities. Often clients feel dehumanized while residing in open, crowded,
uncomfortable quarters". Our clients don't use language like that unless we are
spoon feeding the words to them. For most people coming to treatment, this is a
huge step up from homeless poverty, prison or a crack house. We have never had
one complaint about our sleeping accommodations. These bureaucrats need to
both "get a grip" and "loosen their grip"r" '

Legitimate Space Constraints
The climate in the cities regarding the NIMBY syndrome is atrocious.

Zoning boards and the cumulative regulations create a climate that is difficult to
negotiate. Efforts to expand services are usually thwarted by city and townships
that don't want "those people" in their city or towns. When regulations reduce
capacity we simply cost shift the problem to the prison systems.



Our space is converted warehouse; we have no place else to go. Not every
facility is like the Betty Ford or Caron Foundation.. How much space do you
really need to close your eyes and go to sleep? Let's keep our priorities straight,
the space in which you lay down to close your eyes, has nothing to do with fire or
safety. It can have everything to do with less treatment capacity and never even
getting a space to lay down to sleep; because you'll never even get into the center.

Please consider these perspectives and loosen up the square footage
requirements, consider grandfathering where other factors mitigate these excessive
requirements. I also urge you to consider the discrepancies between state funded
programs and the ADA implications of these proposed regulations. Thank you.

S,CAC
Executive Director
Treatment Trends, Inc.

Enclosures: (1) Pa. Bulletin (p.5835- 5842)
Cc:
Bruce Groner, Chairperson, Treatment Trends, Inc.
Dorothy Roth, Chairperson, TTI Legislative Committee
Charlie Dent, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
James W. Gerlach, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pat Browne, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Mann, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lisa Boscola, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Charlie Curie, Deputy Secretary of Welfare, Commonwealth of Pa.
John Stoffa, Director of Human Services, County of Lehigh
Sue Miosi, Director of MH/DA/MR, County of Lehigh
Margaret Mary Hartnett, D&A Director, County of Lehigh
Deb Beck, President, DASPOP
Diane Fosco, D&A Director, County of Northampton
Mike Harle, Executive Director, Gaudenzia, Inc.
Irv Shandler, Executive Director, DRC
Charles Beem, Executive Director,-St. Lukes Addiction Services
Tom Rogosky, Director of Bureau of Community Corrections
Jim Black, Group Home Coordinator, Pa. DOC
Paul O'Connor, Regional Director, Pa. DOC
Ted Millard, Pa. Halfway Home Association
Bruce Caldwell, Pa. Halfway Home Association
Sheryl Williams, Licensing, Pa. Dept of Health, BDAP
Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director, IRRC
Naomi Plakins, Esq.
Daylin Leach, Esq.
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Gene Boyle
Deputy Director

PO Box 90
Harrisburg, Pa.

Original:

Sandusky

Wilmarth

Subject: Proposed Regulations for Drug & Alcohol Facilities Physical Plane i
Standards | . x g
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Dear Mr. Boyle:

I am writing to voice my objections to section 705.5 (b) Sleeping
Accommodations.

For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall
provide a minimum of 60 square feet of bedroom space per bedt including
space occupied by furniture. For fach resident occupying a single
bedroom, the facility shall have a minimum of 80 square feet of bedroom
space, including space occupiedby furniture.

My concerns are as follows:
1. Capacity Impact
2. Cross systems inconsistency
3. Legitimate space constraint

Capacity Impact
Treatment Trends, Inc. just spent another $160,000 to renovate if s

residential facilities at Keenan House. The design was based on the American
Correctional Association's standards, requiring 25 sq. feet unencumbered space in
the sleeping areas. This renovation was a capacity increase from 70 residents to 85
residents. This was considered only because of the treatment demands for long
term residential treatment. Thisjnew proposed space requirement does not
recognize efficient space utilization afforded by bunk beds and dorm style
sleeping. This hardship would reduce our bed expansion from 85 beds to 58 beds.
If you ever came here you would see anything but what is described by these
bureaucrats, our facilities are spacious and airy with adequate room and movement
throughout the building.

This capacity reduction would mean fewer persons treated, a loss of
revenue and ultimately loss of staff. When people cannot access treatment they
continue their addiction, resulting in chronicity and crime. Ironically, as the state
of Pennsylvania pushes managed care readiness, which requires 24-hr, access; in
the same breath proposing regulations which cause a loss of capacity and in-turn,
less access.

• Tel 610-439-8479 • Fax 6KL439-0315 # E-mail txXrends@fa5t.net





Cross Systems Inconsistency
I wonder if these regulations apply for all systems. Do homeless shelters,

state hospitals, personal care boarding homes, prison work release centers,
community correctional centers and other state funded facilities meet these
requirements? If litigated, these regulations would be seen as discriminatory
against ADA protected persons. Why would these regulations apply to one state
funded system and not all state funded systems? I wonder how a judge would
view such discrepancies system to system. If we were all held to the same
standards; equal unfairness might apply. Prima facie, this looks like a great ADA
case. There is not even a grandfather clause.

The renovation costs to expand our capacity were done by design, to
comply with the American Correctional Association standards. The ACA
recognizes that people simply go to sleep and the most important areas have to do
with being awake. I do not believe the impact of this regulation has been well
thought out, if anything this is indicative of a bureaucracy gone amok! The
language supporting the rationale for the bedroom space is interesting, the
bureaucrats state " sleeping accommodations are woefully poor in many residential
facilities. Often clients feel dehumanized while residing in open, crowded,
uncomfortable quarters". Our clients don't use language like that unless we are
spoon feeding the words to them. For most people coming to treatment, this is a
huge step up from homeless poverty, prison or a crack house. We have never had
one complaint about our sleeping accommodations. These bureaucrats need to
both "get a grip" and "loosen their grip".

Legitimate Space Constraints
The climate in the cities regarding the NIMBY syndrome is atrocious.

Zoning boards and the cumulative regulations create a climate that is difficult to
negotiate. Efforts to expand services are usually thwarted by city and townships
tihat don't want "those people" in their city or towns. When regulations reduce
capacity we simply cost shift the problem to the prison systems.

Our space is converted warehouse; we have no place else to go. Not every
facility is like the Betty Ford or Caron Foundation.. How much space do you
really need to close your eyes and go to sleep? Let's keep our priorities straight,
the space in which you lay down to close your eyes, has nothing to do with fire or
safety. It can have everything to do with less treatment capacity and never even
getting a space to lay down to sleep; because you'll never even get into the center.

Please consider these perspectives and loosen up the square footage
requirements, consider grandfathering where other factors mitigate these excessive
requirements. I also urge you to consider the discrepancies between state funded
programs and the ADA implications of these proposed regulations. Thank you.





Sincerely,

Robert C. Csandl, MHS, CAC
Executive Director
Treatment Trends, Inc.

Enclosures: (1) Pa Bulletin (p.5835-5842)
Cc: . . , / . . ., . - . v .. : - - . . -
Bruce Groner, Chairperson, Treatment Trends, Inc.
Dorothy Roth, Chairperson, TTI Legislative Committee
Charlie Dent* Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
James W. Gerlach, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pat Browne, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Jennifer Mann, Representative, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lisa Boscola, Senator, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Charlie Curie, Deputy Secretary of Welfare, Commonwealth of Pa.
John Stoffa, Director of Human Services, County of Lehigh
Sue Miosi, Director of MHZDA/MR, County of Lehigh
Margaret Mary Hartnett, D&A Director, County of Lehigh
Deb Beck, President, DASPOP

? Diane Fosco, D&A Director, County of Northampton
Mike Harle, Executive Director, Gaudenzia, Inc.
Irv Shandler, Executive Director, DRC
Charles Beem, Executive Director, St. Lukes Addiction Services
Tom Rogosky, Director of Bureau of Community Corrections
Jim Black, Group Home Coordinator, Pa. DOC
Paul O'Connor, Regional Director, Pa. DOC
Bruce Caldwell, Pa. Halfway Home Association
Sheryl Williams, Licensing, Pa. Dept of Health, BDAP
Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director, IRRC
Naomi Plakins, Esq.
Daylin Leach, Esq.
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PROPOSED RULEMAK1NG
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Sequiremmts of the Proposed RulemaJung

[28 PA. CODIE CHS. 701, 70S!, 709, 711 AND 713]
Drug and Alcohol Facilities and Services

The Department of Health (Department) proposes to
amend physical. plant standards for the licensure of
residential and nonresidential services under Articles IX
and X of the Public Welfare Code (62 P. S. §§ 901—922,
1001—1031 and 1051—1059) and the Pennsylvania Drug
and Alcohol Abuse Control Act (71 P. S. §§ 1690.101—
1690.114). ?: : ;. ••;:,,- ^-:^J>

The Department proposes to replace and revise physical
plant standards by adopting Chapter 705 (relating to
physical plant standards for residential services), amend-
ing § 701.1 (relating to general definitions) and deleting
§§709.27, 709.74, 711.45, 711.57, 71167, 71L77, 711.88
and 713.27, to read as set forth in Annex A.; ; ; ;?
Purpose xfihe Proposed Rzdemaking . J;^^X

The purpose of these proposed amendments is to
establish current physical plant standards for the
licensure of residential and - nonresidential services to
protect the health and safety of clients being served in
drug and alcohol programs within this Commonwealth
and employes working in those facilities. These standards
would reduce the risk of health hazards and problems
such as overcrowding, infectious diseases, rodent and
other pest hazards to humans, unclean kitchen and food
storage areas, and unsafe child care areas. ' • :t:

The Department Division of Drug and AlcqhclW-
gram • licensure (Division) inspects drug and aJ&&bl
fedlitfes and applies physical plant standards^from Chap-
tern 709r 7U aiid 713 (relatmg to si^dards for licensiire
of freestanding treatment ferities; standards forcer^-
cation of treatment addvities which are a part o
care facility; and standards for approval of prevention
and intervention activities). The Division inspects drug
and alcohol facilities on at least an annual basis. There
are no known local physical plant inspection procedures
that are in place as a substitute for these standards.

Chapter 705 is being created to replace current physical
plant regulations which are found throughout Part V.
E a t i n g physical plant regulations as appKed to 6Mig and

^alcohol treatment and rehabuitaticm C i t i e s and eer-
[ vices are not consistent with current health, safety, fire
l a n d panic code requirements They are insufficient to
f provide minimal health and safely protection for clients
Land employes. _ _,, "; : . ; ̂  \ .I;;-;-. :

Currently, regulations relating to physical plants are
located in eight Separate subchapters,. each dealing with a
diJBferent type of facility. These regulations are, for the
most part, identical. A more logical approach is to consoli-
date aB phys i c plant regulations into one chapter where
they can be easily referenced, and delete the separate
physical plant regulations located flirou^iout ; —

A draft of t i e proposed rulemakiii

ignEaaef^
various drug and alcohol related associations and various
State departments jWn4™g the Department of Public
Welfare and the Department of Labor and Industry. Onlyj
I ^ l K m m i e n i a r ^ ^ ^ ^ B i v ^ a One was from a s&e#P

'epar^S^ntHonger licenses shelters. The
other comments were generally favorable.

A. Residential facilities.

Section 705 L General requirements for inpatient
nonhospital facilities (residential treatment arid rehabili-
tation).

This section would establish general requirements for
all inpatient nonhospital facilities (residential facilities). A
definition of "residential facilities1' is added to § 7011.
This section would require that all residential facilities
obtain a certificate of occupancy from the Department of
Labor and Industry or its local equivalent and would also
require compliance with other applicable Federal, State
and local laws. It would exempt existing residential
facilities from provisions of the proposed rulematiiig
which are considered to be too burdensome to impose on
facilities already in operation, because they could require
very extensive capital expenditures or structural addi-
tions or changes^^ ' ' W
| Existing residential fecilities would be exempt from

luiremente related to sleeping accoTnmodationa.
[Residential facilities: which currently have "dormitory
I style" rooms for residents would not be required to

walls and build extra doors to satisfy the
[requirement that no more than four residents sleep in

i bedroom. Many residential facilities currently have as
as 20 residents sleeping in one large dormitory
room. For them to comply with the proposed

705.5(c) (relating to sleeping accommodations) require-
Iment that no more than four residents sleep in one
(bedroom, could possibly require large scale construction,

fact, compliance might not be feasible at all in some
The T f̂nfmmn square feet requirements of pro- 1
§ 705.5(b) would have to be maintained, however, 1
inigit require the reduction of ft* number of I

its in these large rooms in some cases. 1
j facilities would also be exempt from proposed

§ 705.5Xe) and (f). Some residential facilities have a floor
plan whereby two bedrooms are situated one in front of
the other so that passing through the front bedroom is
the ordy way to r^ach the second bedroom. Likewise, the
second bedroom can only accessthe front bedroom, and
does not have direct access to a hallway. These situations
need to be exempt because to enforce requirements that a
bedroom may not be used as a regular means of egress or
that it have a direct access to a corridor or external exit,
could require major construction at an existing residential
facility or, if not feasible at all, would cause a second
bedroom to go unused.

Section 705.2. Building exterior and'grounds.

This section would provide for the maintenance of the
outside of the residential facility and the grounds around
the premises. Compliance would promote safe and secure
facilities. Residential facilities would be required to be
kept hazard-free from things such as the accumulation of
debris or snow or ice at locations where they would pose
threats to clients and employes and their children. Mini-
mal sanitation requirements would be imposed relating to
the accumulation and removal of garbage and rubbish.
Section 705.3. Living rooms and lounges.

This section would provide for mfmTnnm comfort in
living spaces outside the counseling rooms and bedrooms.
Some residential facilities have no living space or provide
living spaces that are cold, unpainted and furnished with
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only a few items of furniture, some of which are broken or
worn to the point of being nonfunctional. This section
would require a living space atmosphere in which clients
-can maintain their dignity while relaxing in their free
a ™ . • ' • . . , . ; . : . , . - , , : .

Section 705A. Counseling areas and office space.
This sectionwould replace and revise current standards

in §§ 709.27, 711.45, 711.57, 711.67, 711.77, 711.83 and
713.27, relating to office space, counseling areas, activity
areas and interview areas. The current regulations only
provide that facilities have counseling areas. Counseling
areas are often cramped and uncomfortable. Also, in some
residential facilities, the contents or occupants of counsel-
ing rooms can be seen from outside the area, and
discussions can be heard from outside the rooms. These
situations compromise client confidentiality which is ab-
solutely crucial to the provision of drug a*in alcohol abuse
treatment services. These minimal provisions would pro-
hibit these conditions and significantly improve the abil-
ity to maintain client confidentiality.

This section would provide for minimal adequate
space and storage for clients to maintain

1 items, and provide for safe and
5 arrangements at residential firiKties; It

i provide for a certain amount of privacy, in that
cKents would be permitted in one bedroom. It ^

i prohibit bedrooms from being used as hallways
ms. Sleeping accommodations are woefully

many residential facilities. Often clients feel deh
\*&<-r2&;&sQpri:-,

705*6. Bathrooms.
,. This section would vastly upgrade the health and
requirements for bathrooms and lavatories WtWn
dential: fiacilities. The ordy existiiig requirement is that
residential facilities are required to haya;provisKins ~
lavatories. There are no standards or guidelines
ing sanitation, ventilation or even whether hot and <
water is required. As a result, the conditions of bathrooms
and lavatories in some residential facilities are unsani-
tary and pose significant threats to the health and safety
of residents. This section would impose minimal stan-
dards for the benefit of both clients and employes of the
l # m W & c m t i e s . - ' ' V W " - ' -\ -V-,v - s-W* *<?.

Iliiff section would provide for the niamtena^
and sanitery food preparation, storage and servmg areas.
The current regulations, *5 709^7, 711.46, 7%57,
71167, 711.77 and 711.88, only require the provision of
food service areas. They impose no requirements relative
to proper food hantfftng, preparation and storage. This
section would raise standards to a minimal level to
improve and protect the health and well-being of persons
preparing and consuming food at residential fecilities.

' This section would assure minimum temperature stan-
dards in residential facilities. Many residential facilities
are in disrepair, and lack adequate heating, cooling or
ventilation controls. During various seasons throughout
the year the temperatures in these facilities m a y be mr
outside the temperature range proposed in this section.

Section 705.9. General safety and emergency procedures.

This section would set forth general provisions for basic
safety of clients and employes, and for emergency proce-

dures. It would require smoking areas to be designated. It
would require that pets be cared for in a safe and
sanitary manner. It also would require that *n?h residen-
tial facility have procedures in place in the event of
emergencies and disasters. Finally, it would require that
the facility provide; notice to the Department within 48
hours of any incident which would disrupt services.
Section 705.10. Fire safety.

This section would provide the necessary detail and
guidance for fire safety. Current §§ 709.27, 711.45,
71L57, 711.67, 711.77, 711.88 and 713.27, only require
that a residential fecflity have provisions for fire escapes,
emergency exits, fire extinguishers and fire drills. No
other guidance is provided. These mWng details leave
facilities unsure as to how to comply; thus, often this
results in no compliance at alL The lack of detail also
leaves the Department with no standards to uniformly
enforce, and permits the continuation of unsafe and
hazardous conditions. This section would specify mini-
mum requirements residential' facilities need to meet
regarding these important safety features, and it would
enable uniformity in compliance and enforcement across
this Commonwealth.

This section would address subject matter not ad-
dressed in the current regulations. It would require
minimal safety standards relating to child care, some or
all of which nave been found to be lacking at various
residential facilities throughout this Commonwealth.
Based on conditions of various facilities throughout this
Commonwealth, it was determined that minimal stan-
dards were required for residential facilities which admit
children for services or custodial care while parents are
receiving services. One example of a current problem is
that in several facilities children can gain access to
windows which lack any type of protection to prevent
accidental falls. Currently, facilities are not required to
provide even basic, minimal safety protection for children.
The pptent ia l r is^ ;?:
B. Nonresidential facilities. • •

Sections 705.21—705J29. Physical plant standards for
nonresidential facilities. \ ;..-,.

These secticms would pa i^e l the physical plant si^n-
dard regulations for residential facilities. The differences
are that these sections would impose no provisions for
sleeping accommodations since no overnight admissions
occur in nonresidential (outpatient) feaTi1ie« A definition
of p r e s i d e n t i a l 'fecilities" is added to § 701.1. Also,
there would be no provisions for living rooms since again,
clients do not stay in these facilities. Clients are only
present during the time they are receiving services on an
outpatient basis. The provisions regarding bathrooms
would be slightiy different,: since showers and bathtubs
are not required for outpatient services.

•Affected!^
All stafE; clients and children who are at the regulated

facilities would be affected More than 60,000 individuals
would benefit from the added protections provided by
these amended regulations. *. *

The proposed amendments to the physical plant re- .
quirements would have some initial fiscal impact which
would be borne by the drug and alcohol facilities. Once in
compliance, however, pnmiAl maintenance costs would-be
minimal. There would be no measurable costs imposed
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upon local or State government. #™tjng facilities would
be exempted from certain requirements winch might
impose costs too great for them to absorb and continue to
function effectively. . i f ,
Paperwork Requirements V v

There would be no measurable increase in paperwork
since a paperwork system for licensing drug and alcohol
facilities is already in place. The current licensure forms
would require slight modification to account for the
regulatory changes.
Elective Date y

The proposed rulemafcing will become effective immedi-
ately, upon publication as final rulemaMng. .
Sunset Date ' • •

The .Department wOI
regulations on a

No sunset date is
monitor the
continuing basis.
Statutory Authority - - / V ;

The authority for this proposal is Articles IX and X of
the Public Welfare Code (relating to the licensure of
fecilities) as transferred to the Department of Health by
Reorganization Plan Number-2 of 1977 (71R & § 751-25)
(relating to the transfer of drug and alcohol feciHty
licensure authority from tiie Department, of Public ̂ el-
fere to the Governor's Coun<^ on Dnig; and Alcohol
Abuse), and Reorganization Plan under section 4 of 1981
(71 RS. § 7BMl)<r^ti i i^t6 toe toaoi&r of the powers
and duties of the Governors Council on Drug and Alcohol
Abuse to the Department of Health) and the Pennsylva-
nia Drug and Alcohol Abuse-Control Act (relating to the
control, prevention, treatment and rehabilitation aspects
of drug and alcohol abuse problems). .
Regulatory Review •,-,:'; >• ; /-. :l .v-

submitted a copy of the proposed amendments to1-tihe
Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and
to the Chairpersons of the House Committee ron Health
and Human Services and the Senate Committee on Public
Health and Welfare. In addition to submitting the
posed amendments, the Department has
and the Committees with a copy of a detailed Regulatory
Analysis Form prepared by the Department in compliance
with Executive Order 1996-1, *Tiegulatory Review and
Promulgation.9 A copy of tibda material is available to the
:.pu!^^^ie9^L^, -.r. .\^:4;,/%:,,^^ " '

If IRBC has olge<^ns to any portion of tiie pn)poeed
amendments, it will notify the Department withm 10
days after expiration of the review period granted to the
Standing Committees, t he notification shall specify the
regulatory review criteria: which have not been met by
tiiat portion. The Regulatory Eevfew Act specifies detailed
procedures &r review, prior to final publication of the
amendments, by the Department, the General Assembly
and the Governor, of objections raised. '

Interested persons are invited to submit all comments,
suggestions or objections regarding the proposal to John
C. Hair, Director, Bureau of Community Program
licensure and Certification, Department of Health, 132
KHne Plaza, Suite A, Harrisburg, PA 17104, (717) 783-
8665, within 30 days after publication of this notice in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin. Persons with a disability who wish
to submit comments, suggestions or objections regarding
the proposed amendments may do so by using V/TT (717)

783-6514 for speech or hearing impaired persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 664-5984 P D .
Persons who require an alternative format of this docu-
ment may contact John Hair so that necessary arrange-
ments may be made. :'

DANIEL P. HOFFMANN, I

fiscal Note: 10-154. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption. \ ;

. 1TELE 28L HEALTH AND SAFETY

PART V-DRUG AND ALCOHOL FACIUnES
. , AND SERVICES

CHAPTER 701. GE3SERAL PROVISIONS

Subchapter A. DEFINITIONS

5 701.1- General definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this part,
have the foUowing meanings, unless the context clearly
indicates otherwise:

;.\.^\<y- k/ :.;%*:- * '-' :*; ' -*:. - ' - ,:;, . 'vc ' r ^ :
Nonresidential fteiUty—A facWty that doe« not

provide sleeping accommodations and provides one
ormore of the following activities: outpatient, parw
tial hospitalization, intake, evaluation or referral

tient, non,, Residential facility—A*

vides^one or moi^^of t ^ foHowing activities: S
dential treatment and rehabilitation services, tran-
sitional living services or short-term detoxification
services, 24 hours a day. • ; .

{Editor's Note\ The following chapter is new: It has
been printed in regular type to enhance readability.);.

c n A p i E R 706. f H M i c ^ PLANT m A ^ m A m ^

General requirements for impatient naohrapital &cti&m -Creai-
tiential ixeatment and rehabmtatwrn). s > -
BmWing exterior and grounds- v . •..,,
living rooms and lounges. ,
Comiseling areaa and office space. '

Heatm* and cooling.

PHY^CALPIJiNTffl^NDARDSFOBNOimESIDBNTI^

General requirements for nonresidential
Building exterior and ground*.
Counseling or activity areas and office apace.

Kitchens-
Heating and cooling.
General safety and emergency procedures.
Fire safety. -
Child cars.

treatment fedHties.
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:.... RESIDENTIAL SERVICES \
§ 705,1. General requirements for inpatient non-

hospital facilities (residential treatment and reha-
bilitation). '
(a) The residential fecOity shall comply with applicable

Federal, State and local laws and ordinances*
(b) The residential fecility shall have a certificate of

occupancy from the Department of Labor and Industry or
its local equivalent

(c) A residential fadlily licensed prior to ,
Editor's Note: The blank refers to the effective date of
adoption of this proposal.) is exempt from § 705.5(c), (e)
anrl (f) (relating to sleeping accommodations).
§ 703A Building exterior and grounds,

The resio^tial & a # shall: '
(1) Maintain all structures, fences and playground

equipment, when applicable, on the grounds of the fecility
so as to be free from danger to health and safety.
- (2) Keep the grounds of the facility in good condition
and shall ensure that the grounds are free from any
hazard to health and safety ^

(3) Keep exterior exits, stairs and walkways Kilted at

• (4> Store securely aH garbage and rubbish in noncom-
bustible, covered containers and remove it on a regular
basis, at least once every week. - '
§ 7QBJk Living rooms and lounges*

The residential fecmiy shall:

room or IbimgB which creates V r e l a j ^ a ^ comfortable
atmosphere fer the fi^e and informal use of cfients and
their m m e s . '*-*-r^i ^:.;- r—^':: ^:-:&^Vr'\:

(2) Maintain ilirnighings in a state of good repair,

5 705.4. Counseling areas and office space.

The residential fecility shalL
(1) Maintain adequate tspace for both individual and

group counseling sessions. ;; ;:'£<-. ••;-y--.,'
(2) Maintem c^unselmg areas with^

nishings which are appropriate for the intended purpose

^

(6) Closet or wardrobe space with clothing racks and
shelves accessible to the resident

(3) Ensure sufficient privacy; so that counseling
sions cannot be seen or heard outside the counseling
room. Counseling room walls shall extend from the floor
totteceffiag. ,.., • ; - , . ; • ; . ^ . ? £ • . igy

(4) Provide office space, including clerical space, sepa-
rate and apart from counseling areas and which will not
present a distraction or interference to counseling. v

(a) In bedrooms, a residential facility shall furnish the

(1) A bed frame of solid construction and sized appro-
priately to the needs of the resident.

(2) A clean, comfortable mattress and foundation in
good repair.

(3) A dean, comfortable pillow.

(4) Bed covering appropriate for climate.

(5) A chest of drawers.

For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residen-
shall provide a minimum of 60 square feet of

bedroom space per bed, including space occupied by
furniture. For each resident occupying a single bedroom,
the fecility shall have a mfriimnm of 80 square feet of
bedroom space, including space occupied by furniture.

(c) No more than four residents may sleep in one
bedroom.

(d) When a residential fecility uses bunk beds, each
mattress shall be positioned to allow each occupant to sit

(e) Each bedroom shall have direct access to a corridor
or external exit.

(f) A bedroom may not be used as a regular means of

(g) Sole entrances to stairways or basements may not
be located in a residents bedroom.

(h) Each bedroom shall be ventilated by operable win-
dows or have mechanical ventilation.

(i) A residential fecility shall prohibit smoking and use
of candles in bedrooms, ; . •

(j) A residential fiacility may locate bedrooms in the
basement if the following criteria are met:

(1) The bedroom shall have appropriate wall, floor and
ceiling coverings such as tQe, hnni«nTn, paneling or dry
^ - x v - v - ; ' • • • - • : - \ \ • " : • / ; ' v • / • • . - .

(2) The bedroom shalT have a protective nre wall
between the residents and any furnace.

(3) There shall be a minimum of two independent and
Bible exits from the basement, each located reason-

ably remote from the other in a manner to reduce the\
j x j s a b j t ^ V t ^ - 1 ^ : i i ^ ' b e : . U o d f s d in an emergency

(1) Provide a bathroom containing one sink, one flush
toilet and one bathtub or shower for every eight resi-
dents. ,. •;_, :•,•.,, . '. • . _ .- ". ••;:,;.,;,.

(2> Provide a wall mirror, a soap dispenser, and either
individual m#er towels or a mechanical dryer in each
bathroom.

(3) Provide an adequate supply of hot and cold running
water to meet the needs of the residents in each bath-
room. ; - , •'•'•• ,: •'-.. " . .••,- • • • •;' • ;

(4) Provide privacy in toilets by doors, and in showers
and bathtubs by partitions, doors or curtains. .

(5) Ventilate toilet and wash rooms by exhaust fen or
window; - • -" - ' "•

(6) Provide toilet paper at each toflet at all times.
(7) Mfl^ty^ each &ucet and toilet in a functional,

clean and sanitary manner at all times.
§ 706.7. Kitchens,

The residential facility:
(1) Shall have at least one kitchen with a refrigerator,

a sink, a stove, an oven and adequate cabinet space for
storage needs.

(2) Shall clean and disinfect feed preparation areas and
appliances following each prepared meaL
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(3) Shall thoroughly clean all eating, drinking and
cooking utensils after each usage and store the utensils in
a clean enclosed area. .

(4) Shall ensure that storage areas for foods are dean-
able and free of food particles, dust and dirt: ^ '

(5) Shall properly refrigerate or store in closed or
sealed containers which are labeled by content and date
of preparation, all prepared food items.

(6) Shall store all food items off the floor,
(7) May not permit pets in the kitchen and dining

* ™ s . .- : . . . . . . . • » . : : : . , ' ; :

(8) ShaU prohibit smoking in kitchen areas.
§ 70&& Heating and cooling.

The residential fecflity: r • ; v ^ ,
(1) Shall have a heating and cooling ventilation system

that is adequate to maintain an indoor temperature of at
least 65°£ in the winter and no more than 90°F in the
summer.

(2) May not permit in the feeility heaters that are not
permanently inounted or installed. " • --'
§ 70SA General safety and emergency procedures.

(1) Be free of rodent and insect infestation.
G) Require that pets housed m ^

are cared for in a safe and sanitary manner. ,.: v,: ;.
• (3) Limit smoking to designated smoking areas. • .

(4) Provide written procedures fer staff and residents
to foDow in case of ̂  internal or external emergency or

(i) These procedures shall be developed witii the assis-
tance of qualified fire and safety personneL v, /

(ii) Procedures shall also include provisions for the
transfer of residents and staff to a safe locations within
the residential facility for the evacuation of residents and
stag when necessary ^

(5) Notify t t e Department within 48 hours of a fire,
other disaster or situation whidi affects the continuatibn
of services. . . • :. - ' ' •• •-r^M'

( l ) Ine residential fecO%
(1) Ensure tha t stairways, hallways and exits from

rooms and from the residential fecflity are unobstructed.

(ii) Maintain a t l eas t two independent and accessible
exits on every floor, each Ideated remote enough from the
other to reasonably ensure that both will not be blocked
%a an emergency situation. , , „. , ^ : : / ^- .

(iii) Provide guards to prevent falls from the open sides
of stairs, ramps, balconies and stair landings higher than
30 inches above the floor or grade below. ,

(iv) Provide a hand railing on each stairway. '

(v) Clearly indicate exits by the use of signs,

(vi) l i gh t interior exits and stairs a t all times.

(2) Portable ladders and rope escapes are not consid-
ered exits, but may be used in addition to standard exits.

(b) Smoke detectors and fire alarms. The residential
facility shall:

(1) Maintain a ^nimmn of one automatic smoke detec-
tor an each floor, including the basement and attic

(2) On floors with resident bedrooms, ™nytmn a
smoke detection device which shall be located outside the
bedrooms. On floors with no resident bedrooms, the
smoke detection device shall be located in a common area
or hallway. All detection devices shall be interconnected.

(3) Maintain a manual fire alarm system that is au-
dible throughout the^facility in a residential feciHty where
four or more residents reside.

(4) Maintain automatic smoke detectors and fire
alarms of a type approved by the Department of Labor
and Industry or by the Underwriters Laboratories.

(c) Fire extinguisher. The residential Acuity shall:

(1) Maintain a portable fire extinguisher with a mini-
mum of an ABC rating, which shall be located on each
floor. If there is more than 2,000 square feet of floor space
on a floor, the residential fedlity mbail maintain an
q̂ Hifjf>nnl fixe extinguisher for each 2,000 square feet or
fraction thereof!

(2) Maintain at least one
with a twfTilTtiî in of an ABC

fire extinguisher
in each kitchen.

(i) Tbia fire extinguisher shall meet the requirement of
paragraph (1), for at feast one portable fire extinguisher

(ii) A residential fixity shall place the fire extin-
guisher in the kitchen area near an exit and away from
the cooking area. . :

(3) Ensure fire extinguishers are inspected and ap-
proved annually by the local fire department or fire
extinguisher company. The data of the inspection shall be
indicated on the extinguisher or inspection tafc. ^ :

(4) Instruct all staff and residents m the use of the fire
extinguishers upon resident admission or staff employ-
ment. This instruction shall be documented by the resi-
dential fecility.

(d) Fire drills. The residential fedHty shall:

(1) Conduct a fire diffl every 60 days. Th6 residential
fecffity shall keep a written record of the date, hypotheti-
cal location of the fire, amount of time it took for
evacuation, the number of staff and residents partidpat-
ing in the fire drill and comments regarding special

• i n c i d e n t s ; - - ' • - ; ' •••:- •" " .'•••;" • •••* \ r ^ - _ . - ;

(i) Conduct fire drills at different times of the day and
ni^it Hypo&etical locations of the fire shall be different
fcreadi&flL

(3) Ensure that all personnel on all shifts are trained
to perform assigned tasks during emergencies.
§ 705.11. Child care.

When a residential fecflity admits children for services
or for custodial care, the following requirements apply:

(1) Building exterior and grounds. The residential fiacil-
ityshaUr

(i) Fence off or have natural barriers to protect chil-
dren for all areas determined to be
steep grades, d m * open pits, swimming pools,
voltage boosters or roads.

(ii) Provide access to outdoor recreational space and
suitable recreational equipment

(2) Interior space. The residential facility shall:
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(i) Provide an interior play area which meets the
developmental and recreational needs of the children in

c a r e . . - . . / • : . • . , • ; • . - ; • ; . . " . . - • • • ; . - • • . • • • " . ; . . - . • • ' • • ' ; • • * • * * ' • "- '

(ii) Maintain security screens for all windows;

(iii) Maintain protective caps over each e l e ^ ^
within reach of small children. JVW':

(ftr) Secure all storage areas where potentially danger-
ous substances are kept with safety latches or locks. .

NONBESmENTIAL SERVICES
§705.21. General requirements for nonresidential

treatment facilities. • :

I h e f & ^ s i d e n ^ V ' "
(1) Have a certificate of occupancy from the Depart-

ment of Labor and Industry or its local equivalent.
(2) Comply with other appHcable Federal, State and

local lawsand f inances . ; ^ . ^
§ 705.22. Building exterior and grounds. :;V • ..

The nonresidential mciUty shall: >̂ v ^
(1) Maintain all sixud^ires, fenc^^ arid playground

equipment, when applicable, on the grounds of the facility
*o BB to be free from- danger to heali^andsafet^^ t

(2) Keep the grounds of the fecility in good condition
and ensure that the grounds are free from any hazard to

-^ealthand^sa^y^ ^ ^ - ̂ ^ .̂ ^ .̂̂ -̂ . ^^^^^^. .̂ , ; , . : >;
(3) Keep exterior 6nts, ataif* and walkways I# ted at

nigjitifinuse. • • •« - • • v
(4) Store securely all garbage and rubbish in noncom-

bustible, covered containers, and remove it on a regular
basis, at least once every week. -;• ?' • •• *. -,* -. =- -&< \.>*&,i$KM<* i •
§ 70&23. C o u p l i n g or activity areas a^d office

,(1) Maintain adequate space for both individual and
Z™1* counseling sessions, ; _ : ^ v , ,. ^

(Q) MniTitfiw «Min«ft1ing anftiifl with comfortable fur-

1 (3)<Ensure #uf5cient priva^ so<that counseling ses-
sions cannot be seen or heard outside the counseling
room. Counseling room walls shall extend from the floor

••'a,*.•^./?8?JP% •.-'„.• >a-1 ; ,- . ' ;y-VM i i»- .>r?^.^ . . -= .vir?L/v>0 r ' ^ "' :

(4) Provide office space, includmg clerical space».tsepa-
rate and apart from counseling areas and which will not
present a distraction or interference to counseling.

• . • • • . - - ' ; • • • * • ' • ' • . - • •• . . : - > • • • : . . : \ i & ' : - . ' • . . . : - . - r - , y ~ / . ^ -

S 705,24. Bathrooms, . , - !•• , - / . v .y. ^ : s -•; .-.-mv; -,
The nonresidential facility shall: : , s v : v ,
(D Provide lavatories which: are -conveniently located

t h r o u ^ o u t t h e B ^ k ^ , ^ . ^ ;

(2) Maintain lavatory fecilities in a functional, dean
and sanitary manner. ^ -^ f ,

(3) Ventilate toilet and wash rooms by exhaust fen or
w i n d o w ; . . • • ; • . • ••.' ; *•- - • ' • • ' • - • • • . • • * • . = • ' . . ' ' • • • ••-••': /:..•• •

(4) Provide toilet paper at each toilet at all times.

(5) Furnish each bathroom with a sink, wall mirror, a
soap dispenser, and either individual paper towels or a
mechanical dryer.

(8) Provide privacy in toilets by doors.

§ 705.25. Kitchens,

The nonresidential &cOity providing meals to clients:
(1) Shall have at least one kitchen with a refrigerator,

a sink, a stove, an oven and adequate cabinet space for
storage needs. r K

V (2) Shall clean and disinfect food preparation areas and
appliances following each prepared meaL '

(3) Shall thoroughly dean all eating, drinking and
cooking utensils after each usage and store the utensils in
a dean enclosed area.

(4) Shall ensure that storage areas for foods are dean-
able and free of food particles, dust and dirt

(5) Shall properly refrigerate or store in dosed or
sealed containers which are labeled by content and date
of preparation all prepared food items.

(6) Shall stprefood items off the floor. . :

(7) May not permit pets in the kitchen and dining

(8) Shall prohibit smoking in kitchen areas:

The nonresidential fedlity: _. 1
(1) Shall have a heating and coohng ventilation system

that is adequate to m^intgrn an indoor temperature of at
least 65°F in the winter and no more than 90°F in the
s u m m e r . • - " • • . " - - • -..• , • • _ • ' •- ; " ; ' "'•"••••-•*

(2) May not permit in tiie nonresidential facility heat-
ers that are not permanently mounted or installed.
§ 70&27. General safety and emergency procedures.

The nonresidential &c%Hty shall:
(1) Be free of rodent and insect infestation.
(2) Require that pets which are housed in, a'-sonresi-

dehtial fedlily be cared for in a safe and sanitary
manner, '' - "":. "r\ .. .. • ..--. \ • ....:

(3) Limit amoMng to designated smok ing^u^ ' v '
. (4) Provide written procedures for staff and clients to
follow in case, of an internal or external emergency or

•ocedures shall be developed with the assis-
~ " fire and safety personnel '

(ii) Procedures shall also include provisions for the
evacuation of buildings or for the transfer of client* and
staff to a safe location within the building, and for
assignments of staff during emergencies. . . -

'. (5) Notify the Division of Drug and Alcohol Program
Iicensure within 4B hours of a fire, other disaster or
situation which affects the continuation of services.

§ 705.28. Fire safety.

(1) The ncmresidential fecility shall:

(i) Ensure that stairways, hallways and exits from
rooms and from the nonresidential facility are unob-
structed.

(ii) Maintain at least two independent and accessible
exits on every floor, each located remote enough from the
other to reasonably ensure that both will not be blocked
in an emergency situation.

(iii) Clearly indicate exits by the use of signs.
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y-

(iv) Provide guards to prevent falls from the
of stairs, ramps, balconies and stair landings"
30 inches above the floor or grade below;

(v) Prcrdde a hand railing for each stairway.

(vi) Li^it interior exits and stairs at a l l i am^^ \
(2) Portable ladders and rope escapes are not consid-

ered exits, but may be used in addition to standard exits.
(b) Smoke detectors and fire alarms. The nonraddential

facility shall: > - v
(1) MflinfrW" a tnmiTyinni of one automatic smoke detec-

tor on each floor, including the basement and attic. \
(2) Place tfie smoke detection device im

or hallway. Detection devices shall be interconnected.

(i) Provide an interior play area which meets the
tiian^^^dev^lopmental and recreational needs of the children in

(3) Maintain automatic smoke detectors and fire
alarms of a type approved by the Department of Labor
and Industry or by the Underwriters Laboratories.

(c) Fire extinguishers. The nonresidentad Acflily shall:
(1) Maintain a portable fire extinguisher with a mini-

mum of an ABC rating which shall be located on each
^» m* ^ . « * . . a — _ .__ • . ^ _ J—^ —floor. If there is more than 2,000 square feet of floor space
on a floor, there shall be an additional fiifc extinguisher
for each 2,000 square feet or fraction thereof^- ; v

(2) Maintain at least one fire extinguisher
with a minimum of an ABC rating in each kitchen.

(i) This fire extinguisher meets the requirements of one
^portable Gre^ib*mgui^ Ifr a 2,000 s q u a r e : , l b o t m

(ii) The extinguisher shall be located near an exit and
away from the cooking area. ; ^v- -_/

(3) Ensure fire extinguishers are inspected and ap-
proved annually by tfie local fire department or fire
extinguisher company. The date of the inspection shall be
indic^t^ on the extinguisher or iiispection^^^

(4) Instruct the staff in the use of the fire extinguisher
upon staff employing

(d) Fire drills. The i w m r e s a ^
(1) Conduct a fire drill every 60 days. Ine nonresiden-

tial feciHty shall keep a written record of the date,
hypothetical location of fire, amount of time it took for
evacuation, the number of staff and residents participat-
ing in the fire drill and comments regarding special
incidents.. . • ' "•.. .-.v-**-. J^^Vv-. .

(2) Conduct fire drills at different times of the day and
n igh t Hypothetical locations of the fire shall be different
for each drilL y .;_ ^-; ^ ; . ; _ ^ ' ; ^ ; \ ^ :;-;.

(3) Ensure that the personnel on all shifts are trained
to perform assigned tasks during emergencies.
§705.29. Child care. t :

When a nonresidential feriKty admits children for
services or for custodial care, the following requirements

(1) Buildiy exterior and grounds. T^^

(1) Fence off or have na tura l barriers to protect chil-
dren for all areas determined to be unsafe including steep
grades, open pits, swimming pools, high voltage boosters
or roads.

(ii) Provide access to outdoor recreational space and
suitable recreational equipment.

(2) Interior space. The nonresidential facility shall:

(ii) Maintainsecurity screens for all windows.

(iii) Maintain protective caps over each electrical outlet
within reach of small children.

(iv) Secure all storage areas where any potentially
dangerous substances are kept with safety latches or

CHAPTER 700. STANDARDS FOR LICENSURE OF
FREESTANDING TREATMENT FACILITIES
Snbchapter C. GENERAL STANDARDS FOR
FREESTANDING TREATMENT ACTIVITIES

§ 709.27. [ P h y s i c a l p l a n t ] (Reserved). -

[ The project shall have provisions for the follow-
ing requirements:

(I) Counseling areas.

Wpmce^wce.
(3) Lavatories ,
(4) Fire escapefl/emergency exits.
(5) Fire extinguishers.

(7) General maintenance.
(8) Food service areas, if applicable.
(^ Disaster plan.
(10) Certificate of Occupancy from the Depart-

ment of Labor and Industry or its equivalent.
(II) Compliance with applicable local ordinances

and regulations. ] i
Subchapter G, STANDARDS FOR IM>AnSflT

NO3SHOSFITAL ACTIVITIES-^TRANSPORTATION
LTSTiNG FACILITIES (TLFs)

§ 709.74. [Physicalplant] (Reserved).

[ The transitional living facilities need not com-
ply with § 709.27 (relating to physical plants), bat

• shall make provisions for activity areas- ]

CHAPTER 711. STANDARDS FOR CK^l'lllCATION
.OF TREATMENT ACHVTIIES WHICH ARE A PART

OF A HEALTH CARE FACILITY

Subchapter C STANDARDS FOR INTAKE
. EVALUATION AND REFERRAL ACTIVITIES

§ 711.45. [Physical plant] (Reserved).

[When the project is not physically located with
a health care fecility, it shall be site visited annu-
ally for the foDowing requirements:

(1) Interview areas.

(2) Office space.

(3) Lavatories.
(4) Fire escapes/emergency exits.

(5) Fire extinguishers.
(6) General maintenance. '

(7) Certificate of Occupancy from the Department
of Labor and Industry or its equivalent.
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(8) Compliance with applicable local ordinances
or regulations. ]

Subchapter D. STANDARDS FOB INPA1TENT
NONHOSPITAL ACTIVTTIES—RESIDENTIAL

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
§ 7U.57. [Physicalplant] (Reserved).

[When the project is not physically located
within a health care facility, it shall be site visited
3?mTOl1y AH* thft following f^pfygmeiite

(IXXtomisel^
(2) Office space, % •, - .> •• .- • • . •: ,' - • -. •;; -

WLavatWm.
(4) Fire escapes/emergency exits. •
(5) Fire estingnishers. i \
(6) General maintenance. * '
(7) Food service areas, if appHcable.
(8) Certificate of Occupancy from the Department

of Labor and Industry or its equivalent.
(9) Compliance with applicable local ordinances

and regulation*] ^ ^ . ,
Subchapter R STANDARDS FOR INPATEBNT
NONHOSPITAL ACTTVITIES—SHORT-TERM

DETOXIFICATION
§ 711.67. [Physicalplant] (Reserved).

[When the project is not physicaUy located
within a health care fedHty, it shall be site visited
annually for the following requirements^

(1) Counseling areas. •
(2) Office space.

<4> I ^ e s c ^ ^
' (5) Fir© extinguishers. ,•.. ) : - . ^ v ^ ^ . . v;.-*;-.', •;•.

(6)G#ne^mainWman^
(7) Food service areas, if appKcable.
(8) Certificate of Occupancy from the Department

of Labor and Industry or itaequivaleiit.
(9) Compliance with appUcable local ordiiiaiK^s

ana reguhmnml \ ' ' •
Subchapter F. STANDARD FOR INPATIENT

NONHOSPITAL ACTIVITIES—TRANSITIONAL
LIVING FACILITIES (TLFS)

§ 711.77, [Physicalplant](Keseryed).
[ When the project is not physically located

within a health care facility, it shall be site visited
annually for the following requirements: . .• .

(1) Activity areas- V ^ ^
momee space.
(3) Lavatories- :
(4) Fire escapes/emergency exits. ;

(5) Fire extinguishers.
: (8) General 3Haaint€asa3ace.

(7) Food servies areas, if applicable.

PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN, VOL

(8) Certificate of Occupancy from the Department
of Labor and Industry or its equivalent

(9) Compliance with local applicable ordinances
and regulations. ] .-.;;• '

Subchapter 6 . STANDARDS FOR PARTIAL
HOSPITALIZATION ACTIVITIES

§711.88. [Physical phnt ] (ReservedV

[When the project is not physically located
within a health care facility, it shall be site visited

ally for the following requirements:

(1) Counseling areas.

<2> Office space,

(3) Lavatories.

(4)Fireescapes/emerj

(6) General maiatenance.

(7) Food service areas, if applicable. ,

(8) Certificate of Occupancy from the Department
of Labor and Industry or its equivalent.

(9) Compliance with local applicable ordinances
and regulations. ]

CHAPTER 718. STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL OF
PREVENTION AND INTEKVi^JTlON ACTIVITIES

SubchapterC.GENERAL STANDARDS FOR

§ 713.27. [Physicalplant] (ReservedX

[ The project shall have provisions for the ifoUow-
in^reiiuiremeiite: . T, ;•:/>. , : 9\ [ •

(1) Activity or counBeMng area.

(2) Office space-

#^W •' :-. '- ' . ..:' • . ;.'. '.: •:,- .

(4) Fire escapes/emergency exits.

(5) Fire extinguishers.

(7) General maintenance. ; '

(8) Certificate of Occupancy from the Department
of Labor and Industry or its equivalent

( 9 ) C o m p l i a n c e w i t h l o c a l o r d i n a n c e s o r r e g u l a -

t i o n s . ] •••.•••:•••••;•...'.•.:;. . • • • ' • • •;.': r : / ; ' . ; •'•• v - ; ; ;
[ P B 3 . Doc. Na99-19m Filed for pcHiciMpwrtfraNovom^
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TEENCHAlLENGE O R IGINAL: 2075
I N T E R N A T I O N A L
I ha Hrovan euro K>r lrw imifl fptdfmir

Tl'l N l llAl.I rSl.l JTtifSIV. L1 Nil R

September 10.2001

2291 SEP ! I AH g: ; g

To Whom It May Cojiccm:

This letter is written in response to a review of the Department of Health adopted amendments to
28 Pa, Code Pan V as it pertains to drug and alcohol facilities and services.

In particular, I want
Accommodations.
Challenge Training C

to comment on the adverse impact the changes in section 705.5 Sleeping
sibsection (b) concerning square footage per bed will make upon Teen

enter, Inc. in Rehnirsburg, and its related induction centers.

If the 50sq. ft. per client in a multiple occupancy room becomes part of the standards, two of our
four induction center? will lose between 25-30% of their available beds. In other words, a center
currently approved for 20 beds will be forced to remove 5 beds to come into compliance.

Here at the Training [Center where clients continue the drug and alcohol part of our program for
the first two months, we will be obligated to reduce our approved D&A bed count from 80 to 62,
The average D&A ro|om has a total area of 184,5 sq. fL (excluding closet space; 196 $q- ft with
closet space). |

Is it possible to reconsider the Departments stance on a blanket refusal to consider grand-
fathering existing facilities with regard to the 50 sq. ft. requirement? If the standard was set at 45
sq. ft. per client, our problem at the Training Center will be resolved and the reduction of beds at
the induction center will not be as severe.

Thank you for your consideration to our concerns.i
Sincerely,

"^jO^t
Richard Weitzel,
Student Services Director

cct Fiona wiimerth, Deb Beck, Representative Dennis O'Brien, Melaaie
Brown, Representative Frank Oliver, Sandra Bennett, Senator Harold
M&very, H. Scott Johnson, Senator Vincent Hughes, Niles Senore, John

33 Teen Challenge Road • PO Box 98 • Rehrersburg, PA 19550
(717) 933-4181 • Fax (717) 933-5919 • Email; mail@teenchallengetc.com

Website: http://wwwleenchallenge.com/rehr8rBburg
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Thank you.

TEEN CHALLENGE T

TEEN CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL
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Teen Challenge Training Center
PO Box 98, Rehrersburg, PA 19550
717.933.4181 fax: 717.933.5919
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Confidentiality NoGce: This facsimile message nntains confid«nt!aJ information which may also b#
legally privileged ar d which is intended solely for the use or t i t perien(s) named ebsv«. if you ar* not
tfw Intended recipient, you are hereby nodRed it i t t any dadosyre, coping, w dfsWbution, w the
talcing of action bamd on the contents of trns facsimile information is strictly prohibited. If you have

error or it is not complete, pleas* notify us at once by telephone % 717.833.4181.
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Serenity Hall inc
EFFECTIVE RECOVERY

For Adults Facing Alcohol or Drug Problems

December 13,1999

ft « E l t li

DEC 16 1999

BUREAU OF COMMUNITY PROGRAM
UCENSURE AND CERTIFICATION

Original: 2075

cc: Sandusky
de Bine
Wilmarth

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Suzanne C. Mack

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lisa Slomski, Chairperson

a VanAmburg, Vice Chairperson
lames Clark, Treasurer
Jeffrey Shaw, Secretary

John Andrews
Candace Battles

Tim Brown
Kathleen Czarnecki
Gregory Heidt, Esq.

Robert Kiel, D.O.
Carol King

Jack Kraeling
Cheryl Maruso

Julia George-Williams
Nick Rybak

Charles Pauley
Norman Stiteler

Mr. John Hair, Director
Bureau of Community Program Licensure and Certification
Department of Health

132 Kline Plaza

Hanisburg,PA 17104

Dear Mr.-JBair:

- This letter is in response to the PA code changes for 701, 705, 709, 71 land 713.
We agree with the standardization of the physical plant requirements. We support the need to have drug
and alcohol facilities that are safe and provide a pleasant environment for recovery. What is of concern is
that in the section - fiscal impact it identifies that there would be an impact and it would be borne by drug
and alcohol facilities, and annual maintenance would be minimal. We would disagree with these
statements.

As a provider of residential services since 1966, our agency has complied with the proposed standards for
many years. This is generally due to the JCAHO accreditation certification the agency has held since 1985.
The costs have been borne by the organization via grants and fiindraising activities. This is becoming more
and more difficult with the majority of social service agencies in competition for the same type of physical
plant improvement funds.

To implement these sections, we would request a review of the current fee for service system to allow such
costs to be built into the daily rates of services. As of late, rates have been frozen, or established at the
State level The number of clients served continues to reduce, length of stay is reducing so thefeconrj&y of
scale has lost its effect and costs continue to rise for services.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to this bulletin.

Sincerely,

•jo*^ h

3
8

Suzanne C. Mack
Executive Director

cc: Namon Me Williams, Executive Director, Office of Drug and Alcohol Abuse
DASPOP
Independent Regulatory Commission

H
Y? O

414 W. 5th Street • Erie, PA 16507 •814/459-4775 • Fax: 814/453-6118

DETOXIFICATION • RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT • DUAL DIAGNOSIS • SHOUT OUTREACH
PARTIAL DAY TREATMENT • OUTPATIENT TREATMENT • DR. DANIEL S. SNOW HALFWAY HOUSE

Licensed by the Pennsylvania Department of Health, Division of Drug and Alcohol Program Licensing, and accredited by the loint Commission of Health Care Organization (JCAHO)
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/ Serenity Hall, Inc.
EFFECTIVE RECOVERY

For Adults Faring Alcohol or Oru% Problems
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Suzanne C Mack
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PAGES:
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Lisa Slomski, Chairperson

Rebecca VanAmbucg, Vice Chairperson
£lL:.: jr o Y lames Clark, Treasurer
K E V11W C C h H i S 5 i 0 H Jeffrey Shaw, Secretary

John Andrews
Candace Battles

. Tim Bfown
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. INCLUDING THIS SHEET

TIME:

The documents accompanying this telecopy transmission may contain confidential Information
belonging to the sender which Is legally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of
the Individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution of the taking of any action in reliance on the
contents of this telecopled information Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this telecopy in
error please immediately notify us by telephone to arrange return of this original document

If you have any questions regarding the above, you may contact us at (814)459-4775. Thank

414 W. 5th Street • Erie, PA 16507 • 814/459-4775 • Fax: 814/453-6118

DETOXIFICATION • RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT • DUAL DIAGNOSIS • SHOUT OUTREACH
PARTIAL DAY TREATMENT + OUTPATIENT TREATMENT • DR. DANIEL S. SNOW HALFWAY HOUSE

License by ,he Pennsylvania Otpartment of Health. DWwon of Dm* and Alcohol Program I f c t n * * and accredited by ihe Joini Commission of H«alih Care Orpniwiion UCAHO.

DEC 13 '99 16:03 814 453 6118 PAGE.001



SENATOR CHARLES W. D I N T
leTM DISTRICT

SENATE BOX203016

46O MAIN CAPITOL BUILDING

HARRISBURG, PA 17120-3010

(717) 787-1349

PAX (717)772-3458

ALLENTOWN OFFICE
SOI HAMILTON MALL

ALLENTOWN, PA 1S1O1
(61O) 821-1468

FAX (610) 821-6798

EMAIL: cdent@pasen.gov

December 27,1999

COMMITTEES

CONSUMER PROTECTION & PROFESSIONAL

LICENSURE, VICE-CHAIRMAN

COMMUNICATIONS ft HIGH TECHNOLOGY

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

STATE GOVERNMENT

URBAN AFFAIRS & HOUSING

Original:

Copies:

Honorable Robert Zimmerman, Secretary
Department of Health
Room 802 Health & Welfare Building
Harrisburg, PA 17108

McGinley

Coccodrilli
Harbison
Sandusky

Wilmarth
Wyatte

SUBJECT: Proposed Regulations for Drug & Alcohol Facilities Physical Plant
Standards

Dear Secretary Zimmerman:

I am extremely concerned about ived from constituents who object
to Section 705.5 (B) as it relates to sleeping accommodations for individuals seeking
treatment for their addictions.

The proposed square feet requirement per person in all likelihood will cause severe
operational difficulties for various substance abuse treatment providers in the Lehigh
Valley community. The proposed regulations suggest that individuals seeking treatment
are somehow "dehumanized" while living in these settings. I find it very hard to believe
that substance abusers - many of whom came right off the street - would find a clean
environment, not terribly dissimilar to a college dormitory setting, to be a hardship. In
fact, the treatment settings that I am familiar with are safe, healthy and a tremendous
improvement for people with addictions when compared to their previous living
arrangements. Moreover, I am unaware of ever receiving complaints about living
conditions in one of these treatment facilities.

I respectfully urge the department to seriously reconsider these proposed regulations and
the impact they will have on the various treatment providers throughout Pennsylvania.



Secretary Robert Zimmerman
December 27,1999
PAGE TWO

I would very much like to discuss this issue with you. Thank you in advance for your
consideration of this important issue.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

'\%JL u i^x
CHARLES W. DENT
Senator, 16th District
Commonwealth of PA

CWD/ljm

cc: Gene Boyle, Director
Bureau of Drug/Alcohol Programs

Robert Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission



JENNIFER L MANN, MEMBER •
132NO LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT

PJ 121B EAST WING
HOUSE BOX 202020

HAffftlSBURO. PENNSYLVANIA 17120-2020
PHONE: (717)705-1869

FAX: (717) 787-0881

• 1227 LIBERTY STREET
SUITE 202,2N0 FLOOR

ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 18102
PHONE: (610)821^577

FAX: (610)821-6325

fitmst of ^epregentatbes
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

HARRISBURG

COMMITTEES

DEMOCRATIC POLICY
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

URBAN AFFAIRS, DEMOCRATIC

Director John C. Hair
Bureau of Community Program

Licensure and Certification
Department of Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Hamsburg, PA 17104

Dear Director Hair:

December
Original:

13,1999

McGinley
Sandusky

Wilmarth

notebook

<?•

& • -

V?

<

b

Our office recently received a call from Bill Stauffer of the Halfway House of the Lehigh
Valley, a residential treatment center within our legislative district. The Halfway House
of the Lehigh Valley informed our office of proposed changes from the Department of
Health to 28 PA. Code CHS. 701, 705,709, 711 and 713, and there concerns with the
changes.

Of specific concern to Mr. Stauffer and the Halfway House of the Lehigh Valley, was
section 705.5, which deals with sleeping accommodations. As you know, Subsection
6(b.) would require residential facilities to provide a minimum of sixty (60) square feet
per resident for residents sharing a room, or a minimum of 80 square feet for a single
bedroom.

The Halfway House currently if licensed for 36 residents, but if this proposal is enacted it
is the likely that they will lose in the area of $ 150,000 yearly. This will cause the
Halfway House of the Lehigh Valley's program to become very unstable, possibly even
threaten their abbility to offer their services.

I would greatly appreciate if you consider the comments, suggestions, and objections that
the Halfway House of the Lehigh Valley sent to you: If you did not receive a letter
directly from them, please accept this as our suggestions on the proposed regulation.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerejy

Jennifer L. Mann
State Representative
132na Legislative District

® miWDOM McvcLmn^iA
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Robert E. Nyce, Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th Floor, Harristown 2
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Bob:

Enclosed please find correspondence that I received from Theodore Alex, Associate
Director of Treatment Trends, Inc., regarding the Department of Health's proposed
regulations regarding mental health and drug and alcohol program, Chapter 2600.
Treatment Trends, Inc. provides a valuable service to members of my community, and
Mr. Alex highlights excellent points regarding certain problematic aspects of the
proposed regulations.

I respectfully request that you consider Mr. Alex's comments as you move through the
review process in connection with these regulations, and provide me with an update
regarding the status of these regulations in light of Mr. Alex's comments.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

CHARLES W. DENT
Senator, 16th District
Commonwealth of PA

CWD/scm
Enclosure
cc: Theodore Alex

Senator Mowery
John Dillinsnider



Treatment Trends, Inc.
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* Forensic Treatment Services * Richard S. Csandl Recovery House
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May 11, 2001

The Honorable Senator Charles Dent
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Senate Box 203016
460 Capitol Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dear Senator Dent:

On December 28,1999 I wrote several letters in response to the proposed physical plant standards for
the licensure of Drug and Alcohol facilities promulgated by the Department of Health {28 PA Code
Chs. 701, 705, 709, 711 and 713}. Because of the swift action by many legislators in office at the
time and the overwhelming response by drug and alcohol providers, these regulations were placed on
hold, but obviously not abolished.

Now, as joint licensure of mental health and drug and alcohol programs is looming as a possibility,
these same regulations, along with some additional and equally harmful ones, are being proposed
again. The proposed regulations are listed jointly as Chapter 2600. Adult Residential Regulations.
They are then broken down into various Subchapter Requirements, first as General Requirements,
and then more specifically according to the types of programs.

The most damaging of these regulations is located in § 2600.100. Consumer bedrooms (b), (d) and
(i).

(b) "Each shared bedroom shall have at least 60 square feet of floor space per consumer
measured wall to wall, including space occupied by furniture."

(d) "No more than two consumers may share a bedroom."

(i) "Bunk beds are prohibited."

These requirements will place a severe hardship on many existing residential treatment facilities and
halfway houses. Most non-profit residential treatment programs operate under strict budgetary
constraints, directly related to their capacity (beds). When existent programs must comply with
arbitrary standards such as these, they are forced to either severely reduce bed capacity, or undergo
extensive renovations, both very costly options. The loss of only a few residential beds, when
annualized, will undoubtedly force agencies to eliminate staff positions, reducing treatment capacity
and taxing an already stressed system. Small agencies may even be forced to close because of the
loss of revenue. Additionally, in a time when recruitment and retention of staff is already a major



concern, losing even one good counselor is not an acceptable option.

Treatment Trends, Inc. has renovated most of its Keenan House facility to provide modern, clean,
light treatment and living spaces. Clients are provided with comfortable lounge areas, a beautiful
dining area, computer and educational classrooms, as well as recreational space outside of their
bedrooms. Keenan House, by providing a very comprehensive schedule of treatment and recreational
activities, assures that client bedrooms are predominately for sleeping. There is no reason to
eliminate bunk beds or limit bedrooms to two individuals. In addition, the requirement of 60 square
feet per client is unnecessary. The American Correctional Association, ACA, Standards for Adult
Community Residential Services requires only 25 square feet of unencumbered space per client. The
ACA space requirement is much more realistic (even when furnishings are included) and does not
force most agencies to eliminate beds.

§2600.1032. Staffing ratios presents another dilemma, which will arbitrarily cause financial
hardship.

(d) "There will be 24 hour per day awake coverage with at least one staff person on site for
up to every 15 consumers.

This regulation would force many residential treatment providers to increase staffing patterns (and
hire more fall time employees) during a time when clients are sleeping. This will inevitably force
agencies to increase their per diems to meet another arbitrary demand. At Keenan House, staff to
client ratios are well above this 15:1 standard during active periods (7:00 a.m. to 12 midnight). In
addition, clinical staff are assigned to work during evenings and weekends to provide services above
and beyond the regular treatment day.

§2600.187. Administration of medication.

This area presents some confasing information. Section (a) states that prescription medication may
only be administered by:

1. A licensed physician, dentist, physician's assistant, registered nurse, certified registered
nurse practitioner, LPN or licensed paramedic;

2. A graduate of an approved nursing program functioning under the direct supervision of a
professional nurse who is present in the facility;

3. A student nurse of an approved nursing program functioning under the direct supervision
of a member of the nursing school faculty who is present in the facility.

However, §2600.185. Medication records section (d) states that

"The information in subsection ( c ) shall be recorded at the same time each dosage of
medication is administered or self-ad ministered."

The latter indicates that medication may be self-administered, which is done at many facilities. If
appropriate procedures for storage, administration, disposal and error reporting are in place and
practiced, I see no reason for more restrictive standards. Once again, implementation of these
proposed standards (hiring additional nursing staff) would place a heavy financial burden on non-
profit treatment providers.

§2600.1033. Exceptions for staff qualifications.
This section was not explained. However, 2600.1031 (h), is very explicit in stating the requirements



for a counselor. As written, these standards make no allowance for any non-degreed individual to
work as a counselor assistant, in an effort to gain the credentials required to become a counselor.
Oftentimes, individuals are hired, and are closely supervised, while pursuing degrees towards
meeting the licensing standards. This should not be described as an exception, but should be written
as the norm.

In closing, I would ask minimally that the proposed standards for consumer bedrooms be rewritten to
allow for existing agencies to be grandfathered, permitting them to maintain their capacities.
Actually, the standards, if changed, should be written to accommodate existing facilities that are
offering quality services and safe, clean facilities. Additionally, more restrictive staffing regulations,
higher staff to client ratios and increased restrictions on self-administration of medications all place
unnecessary financial burdens on treatment providers. Non-profit organizations can ill afford to
absorb financial losses caused by senseless over regulation by the State.

I thank you for your past support and hard work in fighting these unnecessary standards. I also
appreciate your continuing efforts in protecting the existing services as well as the clients we are
trying to help.

Sincerely,omucrciy, y

Theodore Alex, MPA
Associate Director
Treatment Trends, Inc.

Tel610-439-8479 • Fax 610-439-0315 • E-mailtxtrendsQfast.net
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Mr, John R. McGinlcy, Jr., Chairman
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street
14th Floor, Harristown 2
Harrisbur&PA 17101

Re: Department of Health - Final Regulations No. 10 154
Physical Plant Regulations for Residential and Non-Residential Treatment Activities

Dear Mr McGinlcy:

We are writing in support of the Department's resubmitted Final Regulation 10*154, and
to recommend that the Independent Regulatory Review Commission approve the regulation. We
have reviewed the final form regulation that was rcsubmittcd on November 14,2001, and believe
that it addresses the objections previously raised by the Senate Public Health and Welfare
Committee that resulted in a vote of disapproval.

Senate Public Health & W<

HFM/hsj

Vincent J. Hugftfe, Minority, Chairman
Senate Public Health & Welfare Committee

cc: Robert E. Nyce
6:\heakh 0l-02\con««p0lKitnce\iiic - mg 10-154 approvii.doc
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October 24, 2001

COMMITTEES

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
CHAIRMAN

JUDICIARY
POUCY

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
The Honorable Robert E. Nyce
333 Market St., 14th Floor Harristown 2
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Bob:

The Health and Human Services Committee met on Tuesday, October 23, 2001 and
voted unanimously to disapprove the Department of Health Regulation 10-154. Our
reasons for this decision are outlined in correspondence of that date for your review.

Sincerely,

SX^AA
DENNIS M. CXgRIEN, Chairman
Health and HumarTServices Committee

DMO'B:MB:mp
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Mouse of ̂ Representatives
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

HARRISBURG
October 23,2001

IRRC
Chairman John R. McGinley, Jr.
333 Market St., 14th Floor Harristown 2
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Chairman McGinley:

The Health and Human Services Committee of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives is writing in
response to the physical plant standards (Part V. Drug and Alcohol Facilities and Services) proposed by
the Department of Health for the licensure of residential and non-residential drug and alcohol services.

The committee stands opposed to the regulations as the department is currently proposing them. We
believe that physical plant standards are necessary for these facilities, but disagree with the extent of the
proposed regulations. The regulations would have a serious impact on the ability of providers to offer
drug and alcohol abuse treatment to citizens of the Commonwealth.

Our main concern lies within Section 705.5 (b) and 705.7, which deal with square foot requirements for
patient rooms and the standards for a kitchen within the facility. These mandates will reduce the ability of
the facilities to offer services to people in desperate need of drug and alcohol services by reducing the
treatment capacity of these treatment centers.

In addition, square footage requirements and restrictions on congregate and dorm-style sleeping areas
need to be re-considered for programs specializing in the treatment of pregnant addicted women, women
with dependent children and for deteriorated criminal justice populations.

We would like to recommend to the department and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission that
the proposed regulations include a "grandfathering clause" to include all facilities that do not meet the
standards as they are currently being proposed. This will allow our current facilities to maximize their
treatment potential and not cause a shortage of drug and alcohol treatment services in Pennsylvania.

DENNIS MT^BRIEN, Chairman
Health and Human Services Committee

DMO'B:JR:mp
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Fiona Wilmarth

333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Dear Ms. Wilmarth;

Recently, Mr. Robert C. Csandl, Executive Director of Treatment Trends, Inc., contacted me
regarding the proposed regulations governing physical plant standards at Drug and Alcohol
Treatment facilities. While I greatly appreciate your commitment to more effective treatment, I
must concur with many of Mr. CsandFs concerns. I encourage your organization to revisit this
matter, taking the points addressed by Mr. Csandl under close consideration.

As the minority chair of the Senate Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure Committee,
I am very concerned with the safety and effectiveness of these facilities. The obvious goal of
such programs is to provide the best possible care for individuals suffering from alcohol and drug
related illnesses. This goal can not be reached if we impose needless, over-zealous regulations
that force productive treatment facilities to close their doors.

Treatment Trends, Inc. continually renovates its Allentown facilities to both better serve its
clients and to exceed all Department of Health regulations. The last phase of renovations coming
less than three years ago. T understand the proposed regulations will dramatically reduce the
facilities population and thus seriously jeopardizing the future of Treatment Trends. If our goal is
maintain the most effective treatment policy available, we can not regulate our facilities out of
existence.

Again, I admire your efforts in formulating a more efficient and effective drug and alcohol
treatment policy. I am confident with further review a more promising solution can be reached.
If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

"-rfSA BOSCOLA

i^J cA^^

State Senator
18th Senatorial District

LMB/gaj
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FAX: (610) 219 9324

A United Way Donor Option Agency

M K hud Haylkon
GhiHscI

September 10,2001

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street
Harnsburg, Pennsylvania 17101

Attention: Fiona Wilmarth, Analyst
Fax: (717) 787-1339

DearMs.Wihnarth

We are responding at this late date because we have recently been informed that the

proposed regulations published nearly two years ago* have been forwarded to you in final form on

August 24,2001.

On December 13,1999 we responded to the proposed regulation to you and Mr. John Hair,

Director, Bureau of Community Program Iicensure and Certificate. A copy of thac letter is

attached for your review.

Several of our comments in that letter have been used verbatim in the comments made by

the Department of Health. That document is dated August 16, 2001. The Department of Health

has responded to those comments and have made changes based upon both comments and their

responses.

As of 2:00 p m, this day, September 9,2001 „ we have been unable to obtain a copy of the

final form regulation sent to you and the Legislative Committees on August 24,2001. Therefore, it

is not possible for us to comment on the proposed changes to the regulations offered by the

Department of Health, This problem raises the issue of fairness in the promulgation of these

regulations*
Helping people help themselves since M68
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Since December 1999, we have not been informed of the status of these proposed

regulations. When we do discover that the process has been jump started, our ability to review the

final form regulations has been surpassed because we are not able to retrieve a copy of the final

Reguaitions from the Department of Health.

Nevertheless, we wish to reiterate our comments in our December 13,1999 letter We

would also add the following to the response of the Department of Heath.

The Department of Health states that "this regulation (Section 705.5) win not affect

programs with women and children. As proposed in November 1999, existing facilities were

exempt from the proposed regulation of "no more than four residents may sleep in one bedroom."

The Department of Health's response does not take into consideration the research available.

Research clearly indicates that dormitory style living arrangements provides women with die

added monitoring of their peers to help them with controlling any impulses to use harmful

disciplinary practices. Women and Children programs should be exempt from die regulation of no

more than four residents per bedroom. Not only should existing programs be exempt, but also

new programs for women and children. The Department of Health comments that the program

growth in this area is not anticipated, is not well funded. Growth in these programs is limited by

lack of funding and not need

The Department of Health's response to the "grandfathering" clause is not finded. The

Department suggests that "grand&thering" would not address the current overcrowding issue,

licensed Programs have Certificates of Occupancy to operate.
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A Certificate of Occupancy takes into consideration the health and safety requirements of the

occupants, h the Department of Health attempting to second guess the occupancy requirements

of the Certificate of Occupancy?

We have other concerns, but without the final form regulations, our comments may not be

appropriate, Hopefully, we will be able to secure a copy of the final form regulations within the

next few days. However, we are concerned that we may not have an adequate opportunity to

respond

Sincerely yours*

Directorof Fiscal and Corporation Operation
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RobatP, Kelly
Cbaimin of tht Board
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FAX: (610)239-9324
Michael Bayl&on

A United Way Donor Option Agency

December 13,1999

John Hair, Director r L^
Bureau of Conununily Program c —
Licensure and Certification : ^
Department of Health : 12
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A r Z
Harrisbuifi, PA 17104 ? ; ;

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Hamsburg, PA 17101

Re; Proposed Physical Plant Standards PA Bulletin, Volume 29, November 13,1999

Gentlemen;

We are responding at this late date because we received notice of the proposed regulations

only recently. We have several licensed facilities and none of these facilities received the notice.

We have reviewed the proposed regulations amending physical plant standards for

residential and non-residential services. We believe that most of the amendments do adequately

protect the health and safety of the clients being served but, do have several concerns with several

sections.

We do wish to comment on the following Sections together with some general comments:

705.5 (a) (5) In bedrooms, a residential facility shall furnish the following for each

(5) A chest of drawers

(6) Closet or wardrobe space with clothing racks and shelves accessible to
the resident

Helping people hwlp themselves since 1968

A copy of lha official registration and financial tnformoiion may be obtained (torn the Pennsylvania Department of State by calling foil fa*,
within Pennsylvania, 1-500-732^)999. Registration does not imply endorsement.
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705.5 (b)

705.5 (c)

705.5 (d)

For each resident sharing a bedroom, the residential facility shall
provide a minimum of 60 square feet of apace per bed, including space
occupied by ftiraiture. For each resident occupying a single bedroom,
the frcility ffcall have a minimum of 80 square &et of bedroom space,
including space occupied by furniture

No more than four residents may sleep im one bedroom

When a residential facility uses bunk beds, each mattress shall be
positioned to allow each occupants to sit up in bed.

Section 705,5 (b) requiring a minimum of 60 square feet of space per bed. does not

exempt existing fecilities. Other regulatory agencies require much less square footage. Iftbese

regulations arc made effective we would have at least three fecflitics unable to meet the

requirement. The population of these facilities would be reduced by one-third immediately*

These facilities have been licensed for a certain number of residents. This regulation conflicts with

the current licensing capacity of thefecflity. More impoftortly this regulation would decrease the

number of available treatment beds within the Cbmmomvcalth- Those operating at less capacity

would have increased per diem costs. In essence, it would cost nx>re per day to treat an

individual and fewer individuals will receive treatment at the same costs to Am Commonwealth as

before these regulations.
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We recognize that Sections 705.5 (c) concerning four residents to a bedroom exempts

existing fecilities. However, in the case ofWotnenand Children feeffities where the children are

residents with their addicted mother, it is often clinically appropriate to have the children in the

bedroom with the mothers, thus increasing the number of individuals in excess of four,

The standard would result in future Women and Children programs being forced to provide

bedrooms which would accommodate fewer than four women residents because the children

would have to be counted with the bedroom number. This regulation would result in higher cost

of construction which could not be adequately reimbursed through a fee for service arrangement.

Many of the proposed regulations do protect the safety and health of the resident of the

facilities. However, several of the regulations clearly indicate that the writers of the regulations

lack on the job experiences with t i ^ We agree that these

regulations may affect 60,000 individuals but, disagree that all these individuals will benefit

These regulations result in the decommissioning of available beds thereby decreasing the

availability of treatment services to those in need.

We also disagree with the comment rcprdingflscidfcnpact. The costs to the

Commonwealth would be substantial. While available beds would decrease, the per diem costs of

each bed would increase proportionately. To replace these beds is difiScU^ not itnpossible. The

phase "Not In My Neighborhood" is imperative. Zoning for Drug and Alcohol feciliiies has
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become more difficult each year. In some cities and townships the establishment ofa drug and

alcohol facility is impossible. When zoning is pemutted.it is usually in neighborhoods with older

buiWmgs making r c r o v a ^ ^ PJeasc note that applicable city fire and safety

regulations do appty and these facilities do not operate without a Certificate of Occupancy. If a

township or city issues a certificate of occupancy why not accept this as are proof that fire and

safety issues have been adequately addressed

In Summary, we could comment at length of several of these regulations but we believe that

public bearing should be held so that all interested parties can be heard We believe i

of the proposed regulations is to protect the health and safety of those persons tgmg

However in several instances the proposed regulations have the opposite effect. Treatment slots

will be decreased am} the costs of treatment will increase

Sincerely yours,

/ Michael Harle, President
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BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE
SERVICES

PHILADELPHIA AREA

Adult Services

• Wharton Residential
• Community Counseling
D Intensive Outpatient

0 Ambulatory Medical Stabilization

Youth & Family Services

• Children & Youth Dependent Services
• Juvenile Justice Treatment Services
• Mental Health Services

DELAWARE STATE

Adult Services

0 Recovery Center of Delaware
• Kirkwood Detox Center
D Alternatives
D NET Counseling Center
D Continuum for Recovery
• Reflections Women's Program
• CJS Outpatient Services
• Glasshouse Men's Program

Youth & Family Services

D Kacy Church Day Treatment Center
• Iron Hill Residential Treatment Services
D Red Lion Residential Treatment Services
• Treatment Foster Families

A comprehensive approach to the treatment
of behavioral health problems and the
provision of social services to adults, youth
and families.

October 2, 2001

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
Attn: Richard Sandusky & Fiona Wilmarth
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Dear Mr. Sandusky and Ms. Wilmarth:

This letter is to provide comment on the regulation submitted by the Department of Health
amending the Physical Plant Standards for Drug and Alcohol Facilities.

NorthEast Treatment Centers would be adversely affected by the implementation of the
sections of the proposed regulations referring to the per person floor space sleeping
accommodations. Implementation of the regulations would result in the loss of nine beds
of our present capacity, which would entail a loss of revenue per year for this program of
$272,000. The magnitude of this loss would immediately cause the closure of 36 beds.
It is highly unlikely that any other funding source would absorb the approximately $30.00
per bed charge increase which would offset this deficit.

The net result therefore would be the loss of the entire 36 bed capacity to the Philadelphia
treatment system. For your information the residential program at NET has been in
existence at this site and in this configuration for 20 years. We have met occupancy
requirements of our Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspection and are accredited
by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations for the services
provided in this and other programs.

We understand the implementation of the proposed standards relates to the desire to insure
the health, safety and well-being of client in residential facilities, a goal which we share.
At the same time, however, we have not experienced any significant health or safety
incidents with the current number of beds and the current allocations of floor space for
sleeping accommodations. The balance to be struck in your deliberation is between a
theoretical harm vs. a certainty that the present delivery system for this service will be very
adversely affected by the implementation of these regulations.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our opinions on these regulations. The particular
concern which we address regarding this sections regarding sleeping accommodations is
not to be considered as any adverse comment on the other areas of the proposed regulation,
which have many positive aspects. I also want to thank you for notifying our agency and
we stand ready to answer any questions which you might pose.

Terence McSherry
President
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October 23, 2001

s
John R. McGinley, Jr. Esq., Chairman
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street 14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Dear Mr. McGinley,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input to the proposed regulations for drug and alcohol
facilities.

I have reviewed the revised Drug & Alcohol Physical Plant Standards which were resubmitted to
the Independent Regulatory Review Commission on October 15, 2001. I have the following
concerns:

705.5 (h) - Each bedroom shall have a window with a source of natural light.

In our ten-bed residential non-hospital facility, we have ten rooms used for bedrooms.
Five of the rooms do not have windows. However, they have lighting and proper
ventilation. The structure of our facility is brick and block, and placing windows in
those five bedrooms would be difficult and expensive if not impossible. I suggest
current facilities be grandfathered for this regulation.

705.9 - General safety and emergency procedures (4)(III). The evacuation and
transfer of residents impaired by alcohol or other drugs.

Clarification is needed. Is impairment defined as individuals currently under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, or is impairment defined as people who have physical,
emotional and behavioral impairments as a result of drug and alcohol use?

705.10 - Fire safety (d)(l)(5). Fire drills.

The standard to conduct fire drills on a monthly basis is excessive. Current regulations
require fire drills every two months, and this has been adequate given that the average
length of stay is fifteen days.



The regulation requiring facilities to do unannounced fire drills during sleeping hours
will be disruptive for clients in treatment. The idea of doing fire drills at various times
of the day make sense. Doing it unannounced can, however, create panic, anxiety and
difficulty for clients. I suggest being able to announce fire drills in advance during
sleeping hours.

I hope that you will consider this input. If you would like to discuss this with me, I can be
reached at (724) 548-7607.

Sincerely,

^L^ \J^^
Kay D6iHckM3wen, M.A.
Executive Director

cc: Lynn Cooper, PCPA
Charlene Givens, Armstrong/Indiana Drug & Alcohol Commission


